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Executive Summary

AECOM performed sound pressure level (SPL) monitoring from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on September 15, 2018.
During this portion of the three-day KAABOO festival event, outdoor ambient sound levels measured were fully
compliant with the District’s Noise Ordinance evaluation criteria (as interpreted by AECOM) at survey position “LT4”,
the representative offsite community location for Solana Beach.  At “LT5”, the representative offsite survey position for
the City of Del Mar at the eastern terminus of 28th Street, measured sound levels attributed to the Festival generally
appeared to be compliant with the District’s thresholds during the 12-hour monitoring period; however, during the
loudest measured concert hour, the estimated compliance threshold (based on historical ambient baseline data)
hourly Leq limit was exceeded by 0.8 dBA, apparently due to a series of 5-minute intervals with elevated Leq values
between 8:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.  As explained further in subsequent sections of this technical report, and consistent
with previous noise impact analyses conducted for the 22nd District Agricultural Association (22nd DAA) for the 2016
and 2017 KAABOO events, exceedance in this context is defined as the point at which the measured outdoor ambient
SPL at an offsite representative community location is higher (by some dBA quantity) than the estimated compliance
threshold, which is calculated from a logarithmic sum of the historical (i.e., without KAABOO events) ambient sound
level and the upper limit of the District Noise Ordinance for noise attributed to the DMF.

Additionally, the estimated outdoor sound at survey position “ST5” (representing the eastern-most Playa del Mar
residences near the western shoreline of the San Dieguito River, and thus the nearest noise-sensitive receptor) during
the same loudest measured concert hour was 77 dBA Leq, based on two 15-minute duration SPL measurement
samples.  During the late evening hours at this survey position, AECOM field investigators documented the presence
of talking and cheering spectators that likely contributed to an elevated outdoor ambient sound level already in excess
of the applicable compliance thresholds.

Although considered an exceedance for this limited period of time at one monitored location, a sound level difference
of 0.8 is well below the threshold of recognition for average healthy human hearing outside of controlled laboratory
conditions, and is subject to influence of measurement instrument tolerances.

Figure 1 displays the locations of the four measurement sites as well as the approximate locations of the three primary
KAABOO stages.
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Figure 1.  KAABOO Approximate Stage Layout and Offsite Sound Pressure Level (SPL) Monitoring Locations

1. Introduction

Per a scope of work authorized by the 22nd District Agricultural Association (District) on September 8, 2018, AECOM
was to conduct offsite sound pressure level (SPL) measurements for up to a twelve (12) hour time period at up to three
representative community locations neighboring the Del Mar Fairgrounds (DMF) and provide an analysis of 2018
KAABOO event sound compliance with regard to AECOM’s proposed interpretation of the District Noise Ordinance
(i.e., Attachment 3 of the Settlement Agreement).

This draft technical report provides the following analysis and resulting findings:

· A study of Saturday (9/15/18) KAABOO-related events, using data collected by our two representative
community noise level monitors (at DMF reviewed and approved locations) and field observations; and,

· A presentation of full and partial-hour compliance assessment detail in a manner consistent with the District’s
Noise Ordinance “any hour” and partial-hour metric (e.g. 30-minute, 15-minute, etc.) provisions over the entirety
of the twelve (12) hour measurement period.
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2. Methodology

The compliance criteria, interpretation, and technical approach followed in this analysis is consistent with previous
noise analysis reports prepared by AECOM for 22nd DAA for the 2016 and 2017 KAABOO festival events; thus, these
details will be summarized for brevity. For additional information on AECOMs compliance criteria methodology,
including detailed information regarding the 2016 baseline survey, we ask the reader to refer to the aforementioned
reports.

2.1 Compliance Criteria
Per AECOM’s interpretation of the District’s Noise Ordinance, the six compliance thresholds with respect to District-
attributed day noise emissions are:

A. Hourly Leq value (dBA) = 60 dBA

B. Leq value of cumulative thirty (30) loudest minutes in the same hour as “A” above = 63 dBA.

C. Leq value of cumulative fifteen (15) loudest minutes in the same hour as “A” above = 66 dBA.

D. Leq value of cumulative ten (10) loudest minutes in the same hour as “A” above = 68 dBA.

E. Leq value of cumulative five (5) loudest minutes in the same hour as “A” above = 71 dBA.

F. Leq value of cumulative two (2) loudest minutes in the same hour as “A” above = 75 dBA.

Ideally, to determine if unwanted sound from a DMF-hosted KAABOO festival event numerically exceeded one or more
of the applicable thresholds, one would compare these values directly with SPL measured and reported by an SLM at
an offsite receiver location while the event is in progress (or soon thereafter, when the SLM data can be reviewed).  But
it’s not that simple, because the microphone of any SLM is detecting not just sound from the DMF, but from all other
sources that comprise the outdoor environment—both natural (wind, ocean surf, birds, insects) and man-made
(railway operations, roadway traffic, building HVAC, human activities, aviation traffic, and so on).  This means that if one
were to use the District Noise Ordinance limits (i.e., those listed above) as-is, then the measured outdoor ambient data
collected during the in-progress event would need to be analytically dissected, removing or discounting the acoustical
contribution of these non-DMF sources so that what remains would be DMF-only sound that could be compared
(“apples to apples”) with the thresholds.  Because this acoustical dissection is virtually impossible to thoroughly
complete (aside from easily discernable sound events such as nearby train pass-bys), since sounds from the DMF and
those of the surrounding outdoor environment can share many common frequencies in the audible spectrum, this
study utilizes an assessment technique that embraces the outdoor ambient sound as a component of a calculated
compliance threshold and thus enables a more practical “apples-to-apples” comparison to be realized.

In other words, if one is measuring the ambient (i.e., all-encompassing) outdoor sound level at a receiver position, then
it should be compared with a threshold that includes ambient sound as well—from all sources, DMF and non-DMF
related, expected at the measurement location of interest.  Hence, the compliance threshold used in this analysis of
offsite-monitored 2018 KAABOO events is a logarithmic combination of the District Noise Ordinance limit (e.g., 60 dBA
hourly Leq) and a baseline outdoor ambient hourly Leq that was measured previously (e.g., during the field survey in May
2016) on the same sixty-minute duration and day of the week as the hour of the KAABOO event being evaluated.

2.2 Removal of Non-KAABOO Noise Events
Measurement site LT5 is located approximately 85’ from the Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis Obispo (LOSSAN) rail
corridor which services freight trains (BNSF) and regional and commuter passenger rail (Amtrak and North County
Transit District [NCTD] Coaster) carriers. Train pass-bys along this corridor have a significant contribution to the
measured ambient noise levels at the LT5 assessment location, and discounting these confirmed rail noise intervals
helps improve the accuracy of the extrapolation, since the objective as part of this compliance assessment effort is to
estimate noise attributed to KAABOO, not trains or other non-KAABOO/DMF sounds, at the distant offsite community
locations.
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Rail event logs recorded by NCTD (and provided to AECOM via the District) at its control point “Crosby” (CP Crosby),
located near the eastern terminus of 26th Street and approximately 450’ south of the LT5 monitoring position, were
used to identify twenty-eight (28) discrete train pass-by events during the monitoring period.

In addition to the numerous train pass-by events at LT5, time-stamped investigator notes also identified multiple low-
flying fixed-wing and rotary aircraft flyovers occurring during the monitoring period. These aircraft, though drawn into
the vicinity of the event for apparent advertising purposes, have no association with DMF or KAABOO.

Measurement interval data concurring with the chronological event logs, typically of one to two-minute interval
duration, were removed from the measurement data and replaced with a logarithmic average value of the minute-
intervals before and after the pass-by event. Figure 2 illustrates the removal of these pass-by events (shown as “peaks
or spikes” in the original Leq values) alongside the processed data (i.e. original data with train pass-bys removed) from
LT5. For illustrative clarity, the values plotted in Figure 2 are 5-minute average interval values for both datasets.

Figure 2.  Plot of Measured Levels With and Without Locomotive Pass-By Interval Adjustments at LT5

3. KAABOO Event SPL Measurements

This section describes how the outdoor SPL (or “level”) survey was conducted, including details on the measurement
locations and instrumentation used by AECOM field investigators.

3.1 Measurement Locations
Figure 1 shows the two (2) long-term (LT) and two (2) short-term (ST) offsite community SPL monitoring positions for
the field survey of outdoor ambient SPL in the DMF vicinity on September 15, 2018.  The “long-term” monitors, for
purposes of this analysis, are sound level meters (SLM) that are deployed in the field and generally left unattended, so
that they can measure outdoor sound levels continuously at regular intervals and store the data to onboard memory.
“Short-term,” on the other hand, means an AECOM investigator is attending the measurement, and using a portable
SLM in the field.

Descriptions of the representative offsite community monitoring locations are:

· LT4 & ST4 (Solana Circle) – Near the tee-intersection of Solana Circle, E. Solana Circle, and W. Solana Circle, this
exposed area faces the DMF to the south and has a generally unobstructed view of the Sunset Cliffs concert
stage area.  It is also co-located with previous “LT2” monitoring positions from previous AECOM surveys.
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· LT5 (28th Street cul-de-sac) – At the eastern terminus of this short road segment, this location is near the active 
railroad tracks and the San Dieguito River but has a clear view of the Sunset Cliffs concert stage area.  It is also 
co-located with previous “LT3” monitoring positions from previous AECOM surveys.

· ST5 – Near the eastern terminus of Sandy Pointe, at the southern end of the San Dieguito River western shoreline 
adjoining the Playa del Mar residences that overlook the DMF.

The survey location tags end with “4” and “5” due to concurrent onsite SPL monitoring activities on wetlands 
surrounding the DMF and involving locations with -1, -2, and -3 suffixes.  Sample photographs of the above-listed 
offsite monitoring locations and deployed instruments appear in Figure 3.

LT4, facing west-northwest ST4, facing south LT5, south-southeast ST5, facing north

Figure 3.  Sample Photographs of Offsite SPL Monitoring Locations

3.2 Instrumentation
LT sound level monitoring was performed with two unattended American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Type 1 
Larson-Davis Model 820 sound level meters (SLM) having serial numbers (SN) 1597 and 1528 for positions LT4 and 
LT5, respectively.  Investigator-attended ST sound level measurements were performed with a portable Larson-Davis 
Model 820 SLM (SN: 1671), for the purpose of collecting SPL data under witnessed conditions.  All SLM had been 
calibrated by an independent facility within a year of the performed field survey, and had their calibration status 
checked in the field before and after the measurement period by the onsite AECOM investigator.

4. Measurement Observations and Results

4.1 Long-Term Monitoring
AECOM measured SPL at offsite survey locations LT4 and LT5 for a concurrent 12-hour period (11:00 a.m. to 11:00 
p.m.), during which time multiple concert events took place at the three primary festival stages (Sunset Cliffs, Trestles, 
and Grandview) shown in Figure 1.  During setup of the LT monitors, at 9:00 a.m. and well ahead of the first concert 
start time, measured temperature was approximately 72 degrees Fahrenheit (F) with 77 percent relative humidity (RH) 
and winds were calm (i.e., less than 1 per hour [mph], as measured with a portable Kestrel 3500 handheld weather 
meter).  By 3:20 p.m., temperatures rose to 85 degrees F, with 65% RH.  At 8:40 p.m., temperatures had dropped to 74 
degrees F, accompanied by an increase in RH (up to 81%).

Figure 4 illustrates the measured SPL at LT4 in successive five-minute Leq intervals.  Figure 5 illustrates the measured 
SPL at LT5 in successive five-minute Leq intervals.
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Figure 4.  September 15, 2018: Five-Minute Interval SPL at Solana Circle ("LT4") from 11:00 (hh:mm) to 23:00
(black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events)

Figure 5.  September 15, 2018: Five-Minute Interval SPL at 28th Street ("LT5") from 11:00 (hh:mm) to 23:00
(black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events)

The comparison of Leq (indicating measured SPL with [thin purple solid] and without trains [thick green solid]) plots
shown in Figures 4 and 5 show when train pass-by events occurred.  In other words, the reader can “see” these pass-
bys (or occurrences of aircraft overflight, etc.) depicted as the thin purple spikes in measured sound level at both LT4
and LT5.  Figure 5 also tends to show prominence in the measured no-trains Leq values concurrent with the Sunset
Cliffs events, which are relatively closest to the LT5 survey position.  However, Figures 4 and 5 show that during the
time period around 5:00 p.m. to 6:20 p.m., it would seem that the Big Boi concert taking place at the Grandview stage,
and Stone Temple Pilots concert taking place at the Sunset Cliffs stage, may have both been acoustically significant.
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Tables 1 and 2 compare the loudest measured concert hour (i.e., consecutive 60 minutes) SPL with the current District
noise limits for monitoring positions LT4 and LT5, respectively.  At the Solana Circle survey position (LT4), the loudest
measured hour during the 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. period was fully compliant with the District’s noise ordinance
metrics.  At the 28th Street cul-de-sac location (LT5), the loudest measured hour was in the late evening and
exceeded the District’s daytime hourly threshold of 60 dBA by 1 dB.  Comparison of these results in Table 2 with the
plots of Figure 5 suggest that elevated five-minute intervals were measured during the Imagine Dragons concert in
progress at the Sunset Cliffs stage.

Table 1.  Summarized September 15, 2018 Measurement Data at LT4 (Solana Circle)

SPL
Monitoring

Location Date (Time of Day)

A-weighted Sound Level (dBA)

Hourly Leq

Cumulative
loudest 30-
minute Leq

Cumulative
loudest 15-
minute Leq

Cumulative
loudest 10-
minute Leq

Cumulative
loudest 5-

minute Leq

LT4 09/15/18, loudest measured hour
during multiple onsite events

(5:20 p.m. – 6:20 p.m.)

58 60 61 61 62

Calculated Compliance Thresholds (CCT) 64 67 68 69 72

Difference: LT4 - CCT -6 -7 -7 -8 -10

Note: the “loudest measured hour” is the period of twelve consecutive 5-minute duration measurement intervals having the greatest hourly Leq value.
SPL measurement intervals containing notable train and/or aircraft pass-bys are excluded.

Table 2.  Summarized September 15, 2018 Measurement Data at LT5 (28th Street)

SPL
Monitoring

Location Date (Time of Day)

A-weighted Sound Level (dBA)

Hourly Leq

Cumulative
loudest 30-
minute Leq

Cumulative
loudest 15-
minute Leq

Cumulative
loudest 10-
minute Leq

Cumulative
loudest 5-

minute Leq

LT5 09/15/18, loudest measured hour
during multiple onsite events

(8:35 p.m. – 9:35 p.m.)

61 64 65 65 66

Calculated Compliance Thresholds 60 65 68 70 73

Difference: LT5 – CCT +1 -1 -3 -5 -7

Note: the “loudest measured hour” is the period of twelve consecutive 5-minute duration measurement intervals having the greatest hourly Leq value.
SPL measurement intervals containing notable train and/or aircraft pass-bys are excluded.

4.2 Short-Term Measurements
Table 3 presents a summary of the SPL measurements performed at the two ST locations, with various metrics and
statistical values for the indicated sample time periods.

Table 3.  Summarized September 15, 2018 Measurement Data - Offsite Short-Term (ST) Locations

SPL
Monitoring

Location

Measurement Period
(start and finish times

[hh:mm])

A-weighted Sound Level (dBA)

Leq

(no trains)

Leq

(with trains)

Lmin

(with trains)

Lmax

(with trains)

L10

(with trains)

L50

(with trains)

L90

(with trains)

ST4 Solano Circle
(15:19 to 15:37)

56 57 41 69 58 51 47

ST4 Solano Circle
(20:02 to 20:18)

50 50 42 68 50 48 46
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SPL
Monitoring

Location

Measurement Period
(start and finish times

[hh:mm])

A-weighted Sound Level (dBA)

Leq

(no trains)

Leq

(with trains)

Lmin

(with trains)

Lmax

(with trains)

L10

(with trains)

L50

(with trains)

L90

(with trains)

ST5 Playa del Mar
(15:50 to 16:05)

71 71 58 86 73 70 65

ST5 Playa del Mar
(20:35 to 20:51)

70 72 59 84 73 70 67

“no trains” = notable train pass-bys and aircraft overflights measurement intervals excluded; “with trains” = all measured intervals included.

The ST4 measurements at Solana Circle, taken during the mid-afternoon and evening with Festival concerts in
progress, demonstrated sample no-trains outdoor ambient levels compliant with the District Noise Ordinance.

At ST5, the survey position on the western shore of the San Dieguito River and adjacent to the eastern-most Playa del
Mar condominiums, no-trains SPL ranged from 70-71 dBA Leq for the two 15-minute duration samples presented in
Table 3.  During the same time periods at LT5, the no-trains 15-minute Leq ranged from 54 to 58 dBA, a value 13-16
decibels lower than that of ST5.  Were one to assume this difference or “delta” of 13-16 dBA accounts for the
difference in distance, terrain, presence of talking/cheering crowds in proximity to the SLM, and other environmental
conditions between the two survey locations, then the sound level at ST5 can be estimated at a different time period
so long as concurrent SPL data from LT5 is available.  By way of example, Table 2 shows what the sound metrics are for
the loudest hour of the concert as measured at survey position LT5.  Using this data as a known quantity, the
estimated loudest hour (8:35 p.m. to 9:35 p.m.) at ST5, representing the closest residential receivers to the concert,
would be 61 + 16 = 77 dBA hourly Leq and thus higher than the calculated compliance threshold of 60 dBA hourly Leq.
However, field notes taken from the AECOM investigator indicate that “there [is] a large amount of public in [the] testing
area on the trail with light amount of cheering.”  Figure 6 below shows a photograph taken at 8:44 p.m., of such
spectators enjoying the Festival activities along the shoreline of the river in proximity to the SLM.
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Figure 6.  September 15, 2018: Spectators Near Sound Level Meter at Survey Position "ST5" at 8:44 p.m. (sound level
meter microphone encircled in yellow dashes)

5. Conclusion

Based on analysis of the measurement data, outdoor sound attributed to the Festival concert events on September
15, 2018 from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. was fully compliant with the District’s Noise Ordinance at the Solana Circle
offsite field survey position.  Measured SPL at the long-term survey position representing the homes on 28th Street,
exceeded the District Noise Ordinance, by way of AECOM’s compliance assessment, by a total of 0.8 decibels.

An exceedance of 0.8 dBA is small and considered to be much less than a perceptible change to average healthy
human hearing, and could be a result of sound level meter error tolerances as allowed by the pertinent industry
standard(s) to which they are manufactured, maintained, and calibrated. For example, the ANSI Class I sound level
meters (i.e., the Larson-Davis Model LxT) used to measure the outdoor ambient sound levels at the two offsite
community locations during the festival survey are subject to error tolerances that include:

· Temperature – up to +/-0.5 dB between -10 degrees Celsius (C) and 50 degrees C;

· Humidity – up to +/-0.5 dB between 30% and 90% relative humidity;

· Electrical limits - up to +/-0.2 dB; and,

· Microphone limits - up to +/-0.5 dB.

In combination as a square root of the sum of the squares of these uncertainties, the estimated total error margin from
these four alone would be +/-0.9 dB.

Estimated SPL at the nearest residential noise-sensitive land uses (Playa del Mar), ST5, during the measured loudest
hour greatly exceeded the calculated compliance threshold; however, the presence of spectators at the monitoring
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location who were observed to be cheering and conversing were determined to invalidate the measurements and
thus, conclusions of exceedances at this site cannot be submitted with validity.

6. Statement of Limitations

The findings, opinions, and recommendations presented herein are based in part upon field measurements and
observations of what are believed to be typical and representative conditions of normal activity and environmental
factors in the vicinity of the DMF facilities as presented in this report. The sound measurements and analyses were
conducted using reasonable care as practiced in the industry and are, as appropriate, representative of the activity
being measured as influenced by environmental conditions existing during the measurement period. Because of the
variability of factors not within the control of the investigators, no warranty can be made that the exact sound or
activity levels would be obtained by subsequent field measurements. However, for similar climatic and seasonal
conditions, and intensity of DMF and neighboring community activities, the sound levels measured would be very
similar to those reported or predicted, as applicable, herein.

This report is for the sole use and benefit of the District.  The scope of services performed in execution of this effort
may not be appropriate to satisfy the needs of other users, and any use or reuse of this document or the findings,
conclusions, or recommendations presented herein is at the sole risk of said user.  No express or implied
representation or warranty is included or intended in this report except that the work was performed within the limits
prescribed by the District with the customary thoroughness and competence of professionals working in the same
area on similar projects.
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1. Introduction 
The 22nd District Agricultural Association (22nd DAA) requested that AECOM perform monitoring on wetland habitat 
at the Del Mar Fairgrounds (DMF) property during sample periods of a 3-day concert event: the annual KAABOO Del 
Mar music and arts festival taking place September 14–16, 2018 (“festival”). AECOM performed a comparable 
monitoring effort for the 2017 festival and submitted a report of its measurements and findings to the 22nd DAA. 

AECOM understands that the 22nd DAA has two restored wetland habitat areas that are both still operating under a 
5-year establishment period. Because noise and light levels above a threshold (either an absolute quantity or a 
discrete allowable change) can potentially lead to adverse effects on wildlife species utilizing these wetland areas, the 
location of a nearby planned festival sound stage prompted California Coastal Commission (CCC) concern ahead of 
the scheduled festival for 2018, as it did for 2017. The 22nd DAA anticipates that these wetlands undergoing 
restoration, while incomplete as of this writing, will ultimately be successfully restored and agreed that the potential 
impacts on species inhabiting these wetland areas from excessive lighting and/or noise should be evaluated.  

Additionally, wetland areas are established along the northern and western borders of the DMF facility. Of these, the 
one adjoining the western border of the DMF (“Stevens Creek”) was suspected in 2017 to be potentially impacted by 
noise and light disturbances; however, this area is already subject to—among other outdoor ambient sources—noise 
from more than 50 passenger and freight train trips per day. Although no definitive disturbance events were observed 
during the 2017 survey effort, due to the proximity of one of the festival concert stages, potential impacts from 
excessive lighting and/or noise at Stevens Creek were again evaluated.  

AECOM conducted field surveys at three representative monitoring locations associated with the two restoration 
areas (South Overflow Lot [SOL] and East Berm) and the established wetland of Stevens Creek. Surveys were 
conducted over the course of two 3-day monitoring periods as follows: 

• Pre-festival (a.k.a., “baseline”) conditions from September 7–9, 2018, when no festival events were in progress; 
and, 

• Festival conditions from September 14–16, 2018, when multiple entertainment venues on the DMF property 
were operating. 

These field surveys included sound pressure level (SPL) and light (lux) measurement data collection, along with 
concurrent field observations performed by qualified AECOM wildlife biologists to document wildlife species of interest 
(specifically, avian species) and their behavioral responses indicative of disturbance or lack thereof from festival 
activities and during baseline conditions. 

In summary, this report is arranged as follows: 

• Background information on the study’s purpose, setting, and species of interest, and the environmental noise 
and light studied (to help familiarize the reader with light measurements and acoustical terminology, Appendix A 
contains a glossary of definitions.). 

• Detailed descriptions of the representative monitoring locations; and the methodologies utilized to measure 
and/or document SPL, light, and wildlife response. 

• Summarized field survey results and data analysis. 

• Conclusions based on the correlation of field-collected data and wildlife response observations. 

Following receipt of comments from the CCC on the 2017 KAABOO wetlands monitoring report (dated November 10, 
2017), AECOM prepared and submitted to the 22nd DAA a proposal for services to conduct field monitoring and 
provide a report associated with the 2018 festival. AECOM was informed that this proposed scope was reviewed and 
approved by the CCC; hence, the report contents herein should reflect response to CCC expectations. 
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1.1 Purpose of Study 
The 22nd DAA indicated that the study is motivated by request from CCC staff to conduct monitoring (both baseline 
[non-festival] and during the festival) of possible noise and light effects on species inhabiting wetland habitat 
undergoing restoration as well as surrounding wetland habitat. 

1.2 Background 
The western end of San Dieguito Lagoon begins at the ocean in the city of Del Mar and follows the course of the San 
Dieguito River eastward. The three representative monitoring locations are bordered directly to the west by the Los 
Angeles-San Diego-San Luis Obispo (LOSSAN) rail corridor; an active rail corridor that serves freight trains (BNSF) 
and regional and commuter passenger rail (Amtrak and North County Transit District [NCTD] Coaster) carriers; and 
approximately 1,500 feet to the east by Interstate 5 (I-5). Much of the lagoon is surrounded by residential 
development and the DMF serves as the northernmost border for the representative monitoring locations located 
between LOSSAN and I-5. The San Dieguito River Park (SDRP), an agency responsible for creating a natural open 
space park in the San Dieguito River Valley, has designated a planning area that follows the course of the San 
Dieguito River to its source at Ironside Spring on Volcan Mountain and provides native habitat connectivity for 
numerous species utilizing the surrounding wetland habitat. San Dieguito Lagoon falls within the footprint of the 
Pacific Flyway and is in the pathway of many different avian species including raptors, waterfowl, songbirds, and 
shorebirds known to regularly migrate through San Diego County. The Pacific Flyway is a major north-south flight 
path used in bird migration and extends from Alaska to Patagonia. San Dieguito Lagoon serves as a staging area for 
various avian species passing through during seasonal migration periods, as well as a permanent home and breeding 
site for some resident species. Federal and/or state special-status wildlife species known to occur within the lagoon 
based on previously conducted focused surveys and/or with potential to occur include the federally endangered 
California least tern (Sterna antillarum browni), the federally endangered light-footed Ridgeway’s rail (Rallus 
longirostris levipes), the federally threatened western snowy plover (Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus), the federally 
threatened coastal California gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica), and the state threatened Belding’s 
savannah sparrow (Passerculus sandwichensis beldingi) (AECOM 2017). In total, 238 different bird species have 
been recorded during the San Dieguito Monthly Bird Counts, some of which utilize the SOL, East Berm, and Stevens 
Creek sites to forage and roost (SDRP 2018).  

Noise and light levels above a threshold (either an absolute quantity or a discrete allowable change) designated 
appropriate for a study area can potentially lead to adverse effects on many of these avian species utilizing the 
wetland habitat. Duration and intensity of both noise and light from a potential disturbance source of interest can 
determine the significance by which avian species may be negatively affected—if at all. Additional factors that 
influence the level of adverse effects on avian species include time of year (i.e., breeding vs. non-breeding, spring 
and fall migrations, or wintering season); species type; and baseline noise, light, and observed species presence and 
behaviors compared with those observed during the survey period (Ortega 2012). 

1.2.1 Noise 
Noise levels of sufficient intensity and having certain spectral characteristics can result in behavioral effects to avian 
species as well as physical and physiological effects. More commonly, frequent noise can interfere with animal 
communication essential for successful reproduction as well as interfere with cues necessary for predator detection 
and defense. In addition, frequent and/or loud noise can reduce the distance over which an auditory signal can be 
discerned or interpreted in birds attempting to communicate with mates or with their young (Ortega 2012). Behavioral 
effects from excessive noise may decrease chances of survival and reproduction, and can force species to retreat 
from favorable habitat near noise sources. This in turn can increase the likelihood of predation, reduce time spent 
feeding, and lead to energy depletion (Larkin 1996). Noise disturbances that affect reduced food intake can severely 
impact the energy budget of birds. To make up for lost feeding time, birds may be forced to forage in riskier conditions 
and at different times of the day at the expense of other activities. A reduction in food intake also has the potential to 
hinder the ability for birds to build up fat reserves for migration and/or breeding. Although birds may not always show 
outward behavioral changes to sound disturbances, they may still experience internal stress, which can be 
manifested physiologically as increased heart rates (Wilson et al. 1991).  

Reactions to noise vary depending on several factors including sound frequency, loudness, consistency, and duration. 
Sudden or unexpected noise events can cause startle effects such as fleeing from a nest, leaving eggs, or leaving 
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young unguarded. Additionally, another important factor is the variety of auditory sensitivities among species and their 
associated cognitive responses to such stimuli. For example, colonial birds are much more susceptible to noise 
because when one bird reacts, the majority of birds within the colony similarly follow (Ortega 2012). Differences in 
background noise levels and the potential for birds to habituate to some types of disturbance vary substantially 
among species as well (Wright et al. 2010). Over time and repeated exposure, birds may not display any substantial 
signs of behavioral changes after “learning” that a stimulus (i.e., sound event) doesn’t necessarily pose a danger. 
Birds are generally more sensitive to noise effects in undisturbed regions, when they are concentrated in higher 
numbers, or when breeding in colonies (Komenda-Zehnder et al. 2003).  

In contrast to habituation, an opposite cumulative effect can occur known as facilitation. This effect has been shown 
to increase sensitivity to low level disturbances in birds following other larger and more impactful disturbances. For 
example, after a disturbance by a loud, low-flying aircraft, birds may display panic reactions from overflying herons 
and gulls, under which normal conditions this reaction would not occur (Smit & Visser 1993). In addition to the 
behavioral effects mentioned above, birds may exhibit protective or escape behaviors such as crouching, flying, 
running, or diving in an attempt to escape the overflight and sound. Helicopters, in particular, have been shown to 
cause greater disturbance to avian species than other fixed aircraft due to the louder engines and rotor vibration of 
the helicopters (Rojek et al. 2007).  

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) considers noise in excess of 60 A-weighted decibels (dB(A)) during the 
avian breeding season in occupied habitat as a threshold over which impacts to noise-sensitive biological receptors 
should be considered (Hayes 2000); however, the 2012 Del Mar Noise Control Plan, prepared to address potential 
noise impacts relating to the annual San Diego County Fair (Fair) and Del Mar Thoroughbred Club (Races), used the 
Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment Guidelines to establish a 
threshold level of 66 dB(A). This threshold was found to be appropriate for detecting most intentional disturbances 
while preventing false detection of variation in background noise levels or other incidental noise such as gusts of wind 
(Lay 2012). For this specific study, the threshold level of 66 dB(A) remained defined as such due to the proximity of 
permanent urban noise sources (i.e., train tracks and roads). This established threshold was compared to baseline 
and festival noise levels and used to determine whether the festival had any apparent effect on avian species utilizing 
the surrounding wetland habitats. 

1.2.2 Light 
Light serves an important role in avian species toward the regulation of their circadian rhythms (i.e., biological clocks) 
on a daily basis. Circadian rhythms are established from light information such as day length, light intensity, and light 
wavelength, which can advance or delay circadian rhythms depending on the situation. Sensitivity to daylight can be 
so acute that certain species can detect discrepancies in natural light in as short as 1 minute (Zivkovic 2007). Blue 
wavelengths are present in virtually all artificial light sources and can be particularly harmful to wildlife because these 
wavelengths result in a physiological effect signaling that it is daytime. Artificial light levels, especially at night, 
commonly alter and interfere with the timing of necessary biological activities for avian species and can lead to 
disorientation, structural-related mortality (i.e., building collisions) due to said disorientation, and an increase in 
predation levels (Vandernoot n.d.).  

Artificial night light emanating from the festival may take the form of light trespass or spill, sky glow, and/or glare; all of 
which can lead to the effects mentioned above. Light trespass is likely to occur when unwanted artificial light from the 
festival spills onto the adjacent restored and established wetland areas and sky glow is the bright halo that often 
appears over urban areas, such as the DMF property. Because the DMF is geographically located in a coastal 
setting, sky glow may be intensified due to the frequency of marine layers, which result in a low cloud ceiling. Light 
refracts off water particles in the sky associated with the low cloud ceiling, which can then intensify the illumination.  

The wetland areas adjacent to the festival are within the footprint of the Pacific Flyway and potentially within the 
pathway of many different avian species including raptors, waterfowl, songbirds, and shorebirds known to regularly 
migrate through San Diego County (San Diego Audubon Society 2018). Fall migration occurs June through early 
November depending on the species and coincides with the festival dates. Many shorebirds will begin their migration 
as early as June and begin returning to San Diego County by July, while songbirds that went north to breed usually 
return between early September and mid-October. Migrating birds often travel at night and commonly utilize the 
adjacent wetland areas as a staging site (i.e., a place where migrant birds stop to rest, drink, and forage). The 
majority of migratory movement of shorebirds and songbirds regularly occurs in the early evening and during the 
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night when the atmosphere is less turbulent and the air is cooler; therefore, impacts to migrating birds during the 
festival is possible during the first 2 to 3 hours after sunset when the festival is illuminated and there is potential light 
trespass, sky glow, and/or glare effects emanating over the wetland. Migrating birds rely on the moon and stars for 
navigation; however, during inclement weather (i.e., cloud cover, fog, etc.), birds can become disoriented and 
potentially drawn to artificial illumination such as that emitted from the festival (McCrary et al. 1982). Once drawn off 
course, this could result in migratory birds crashing into elevated structures, exhaustion from circling the light source, 
and general confusion and disorientation (McCrary et al. 1982).  

Light sources may also lead to an extension of visual foraging behavior into the night and therefore resulting in 
excess energy depletion when birds would otherwise be roosting (Davies et al. 2014). However, several studies have 
confirmed cases in which artificial lighting actually improved foraging opportunities by increasing nocturnal visibility. 
While there is evidence that artificial light can facilitate nocturnal foraging in wading birds and result in potentially 
positive behavioral changes, it is still virtually unknown how nighttime lighting affects the macro-infaunal communities 
on which birds feed or the ecosystem processes these communities perform (Davies et al. 2014). 

The International Dark Sky Association (IDA) has created a list of lighting zones that reflect the base (or ambient) light 
levels appropriate for various situations. The surrounding wetland areas adjacent to the festival activities and 
entertainment venues on DMF property fall within the “LZ-1” zone and are defined as areas that desire low ambient 
lighting levels due to the adverse effects light may have on flora and fauna. Following these guidelines, it is 
recommended that lighting for safety and convenience not be uniform or continuous over long-term periods of time 
(IES & IDA 2011). The low ambient lighting threshold for the “LZ-1” zone during night conditions is 1 lux (i.e., 1 lumen 
per square meter), which is comparable to pre-dawn light levels, and was carried forth as a guidance threshold with 
respect to potential changes in light levels for this specific study. Following data analysis, baseline ambient light 
levels captured in the surrounding wetland areas were found to be relatively consistent with 1 lux as recommended 
by the IDA; therefore, this threshold remained. 

2. Representative Monitoring Locations 
An overview of the three studied wetland areas and the locations of the three musical performance venues 
associated with the festival is provided in Figure 1. Google Earth was used to display the approximate viewshed from 
each of the three monitoring locations represented in Figures 2 through 4 and viewshed diagrams were calculated 
using a 2-meter elevation minimum. The layer provided in Google Earth is based on topography prior to the SONGS: 
SCE San Dieguito Lagoon Restoration Project and is not representative of current conditions at both the SOL and 
East Berm monitoring locations. 
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Figure 1.  Overview of Monitored Wetland Areas (Green Shading) and Approximate Festival Stage Locations (Yellow 
Polygons) 

 

2.1 SOL Restoration Site 
The SOL restoration site is located on the northern bank of the San Dieguito River, approximately bounded on the 
north by Jimmy Durante Boulevard and extending southward beyond the SDRP Joint Power Authority (JPA) there-
and-back pedestrian boardwalk and bridge (Figure 2). The JPA’s Coast to Crest Trail, which used to utilize this 
boardwalk and bridge, was rerouted for the site restoration to the northern boundary of the site. The surrounding 
restored habitat consists of coastal sage scrub dominated by a variety of native plants including coastal sage brush 
(Artemisia californica), telegraph weed (Heterotheca grandiflora), and California brittlebush (Encelia californica). The 
wetland itself is considered an intertidal marsh with mudflats that vary in exposure dependent on the tide fluctuations. 
Common salt marsh species present within the wetland interior consist of salt grass (Distichlis spicata) and 
pickleweed (Salicornia depressa). 

The representative monitoring location was on an earthen berm at the northwestern edge of the restoration area, 
which afforded an overlook viewpoint toward the greater SOL restoration area and served as the general area from 
which the biologist was stationed (Figure 2). Noise and light monitoring were located approximately 150 feet from the 
observation berm and to the south to match the grade at which shorebirds would be expected to forage or roost. 
Photographs of the biology, light, and noise monitoring sites (combined with tabulated short-term measurement data) 
are included in Appendix B. 

The nearest festival activities relative to the SOL restoration site and monitoring location were live performances at 
the Grandview stage, festival vehicular traffic on Jimmy Durante Boulevard, pedestrian traffic controllers operating at 
the crosswalk immediately to the north, and pedestrian traffic of festival attendees using the Coast to Crest Trail. The 
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SOL restoration area and monitoring location along with the depiction of the expected viewshed in light green is 
displayed in Figure 2.  

 
Imagery: Google, Imagery ©2018 

Figure 2.  SOL Restoration Site, Monitoring Location (“SOL” at yellow pinpoint) and its viewshed (light green overlay) 

2.2 East Berm Restoration Site 
The East Berm restoration site is also located on the northern bank of the San Dieguito River, approximately bounded 
on the north by Jimmy Durante Boulevard and extending southward toward the river. The restoration area is located 
entirely to the south of the existing JPA Coast to Crest Trail. Similar to the SOL restoration area, the surrounding 
restored habitat consists of coastal sage scrub dominated by a variety of native plants including coastal sage brush, 
telegraph weed, and California brittlebush. The wetland itself is considered an intertidal marsh with mudflats that vary 
in exposure dependent on tidal fluctuations. Common salt marsh plant species present within the wetland interior 
consist of salt grass and pickleweed. 

The representative monitoring location was on an earthen berm located northwest of the restoration area, which 
afforded an overlook viewpoint toward the greater East Berm restoration area. Noise monitoring was located 
approximately 75 feet north of the biology and light monitoring area and south of the Coast to Crest Trail to match the 
grade at which shorebirds would be expected to forage or roost. Photographs of the biology, light, and noise 
monitoring sites are included in Appendix B. 

The nearest festival activities relative to the East Berm restoration site and monitoring location were live 
performances at the Grandview stage, festival vehicular traffic on Jimmy Durante Boulevard, festival vehicular traffic 
on the egress roadway for the East Parking Lot that follows the alignment of Jimmy Durante Boulevard to the south, 
and pedestrian traffic of festival attendees using the Coast to Crest Trail. Figure 3 below shows the East Berm 
restoration area and monitoring location along with the approximate location of the festival stage. 
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Imagery: Google, Imagery ©2018 

Figure 3.  East Berm Restoration Site, Monitoring Location (“East Berm” at yellow pinpoint) and its viewshed (light green 
overlay) 

 

2.3 Stevens Creek Site 
Stevens Creek is a tributary of the San Dieguito River and San Dieguito Lagoon and flows along the northern and 
western property boundaries of the DMF. The monitoring site was located on the western portion of the tributary at 
the inlet/outlet with the greater San Dieguito Lagoon/San Dieguito River, immediately west of the fairgrounds and east 
of the LOSSAN. The narrow strip of wetland habitat runs north to south and is wedged between the railroad right-of-
way to the west and DMF parking to the east. The developed nature of this area limits suitability to support wetland-
dependent and other avian species, making it less favorable than the other two monitoring locations as a roosting and 
foraging site among birds. Much of the surrounding habitat is considered disturbed and is dominated by the invasive, 
non-native iceplant (Carpobrotus edulis), with intermittent areas of bare ground. 

The representative monitoring location was at grade with the DMF property adjacent to a DMF service road, which 
features permanent streetlight illumination. Photographs of the biology, light, and noise monitoring site are included in 
Appendix B. 

The nearest festival activities relative to the Stevens Creek monitoring location were live performances at the Sunset 
Cliffs stage and frequent vehicular traffic (automobiles, golf carts, and all-terrain vehicles) on the nearby DMF service 
road. Figure 4 below shows the Stevens Creek monitoring location along with the approximate location of the festival 
stage. 
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Imagery: Google, Imagery ©2018 

Figure 4.  Stevens Creek Site (Orange), Monitoring Location (“Stevens Creek” at yellow pinpoint) and its viewshed (light 
green overlay) 

 

3. Methodologies 
3.1 Noise Monitoring 

3.1.1 Instrumentation 
SPL measurements were conducted using Larson-Davis (LD) Model LxT (serial numbers [SNs] 4485, 4486, and 
2527) and LD Model 820 (SNs 1665, 1573, and 1671) sound level meters (SLMs), rated by the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) as Type 1 per IEC 61672-1:2013, ANSI S1.4, and ANSI S1.43. SLM microphones were 
outfitted with either a standard 3.5-inch-diameter spherical-shaped or 3-inch-diameter ellipsoid-shaped open cell 
foam windscreen and were positioned roughly 4 feet above grade and at least 10 feet from any vertical acoustically 
reflecting surfaces. The SLMs were set using slow time-response and the A-weighted decibel scale. SLM calibration 
was field-checked before and after each measurement with LD Model CAL200 (SNs 12226 and 5768) acoustic 
calibrators. Where not already described, sound level measurements performed for this field survey were conducted 
in a manner based on intended accordance with applicable portions of International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) 1996-1, 1996-2, and 1996-3 standards (ISO, 1982, 1987a, 1987b). Kestrel Model 3500 (SNs 2073924 and 
2058303) handheld anemometers were used to determine average wind speed, temperature, barometric pressure, 
and relative humidity before each round of measurements. 

3.1.2 Protocol 
AECOM deployed a total of three SLMs at representative restored wetland locations, each collocated with light 
monitoring and biology monitoring sites previously illustrated in Figures 2-4, measuring A-weighted SPL at 1-minute 
intervals and collecting this data for the following “long-term” (LT) time periods: 
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Baseline (Pre-Festival) 

• South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/7), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• East Berm – Friday (9/7), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• East Berm – Saturday (9/8), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Friday (9/7), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/8), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

Festival 

• South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/14), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• South Overflow Lot – Saturday (9/15), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• East Berm – Friday (9/14), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• East Berm – Saturday (9/15), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Friday (9/14), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/15), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

Due to operator error, long-term measurement data at SOL on the baseline survey date of Saturday, September 8, 
was not recorded; however, a 2-hour duration attended measurement was conducted at this location on this date as 
described below. Additionally, usage of long-term measurement data successfully and concurrently collected at the 
East Berm monitoring position provided the basis for estimating long-term SPL at SOL. In short, the decibel difference 
between the SOL and the East Berm monitoring positions during the same measurement time period creates a “delta” 
that can be arithmetically applied to the long-term SPL of East Berm and thus yield approximated long-term SPL for 
SOL. AECOM considers this approximation technique reasonable for the description of the baseline outdoor sound 
environment for SOL on September 8 for the following reasons: 

• The East Berm and SOL positions are static, and measuring SPL concurrently throughout the same time period. 

• The East Berm and SOL positions are sufficiently proximate to share the same meteorological conditions and 
exposure to distant background sounds (e.g., indistinct roadway noise). Hence, any measurable dB difference 
between these two positions should reflect, at a minimum, the localized background conditions that affect what 
the SLM measures. 

In addition to the unattended LT monitor deployments, a series of investigator-attended short-term (ST) 
measurements of 14- to 180-minute duration were conducted at the LT measurement locations, during which the SLM 
operator made simultaneous documentation of observations (e.g., perceived sound sources and environmental 
conditions). 

With the intent of capturing noise generated by discrete pyrotechnic events during artist performances, four attended 
ST measurements were also conducted to coincide with time periods during which pyrotechnic displays were 
planned. Measurements were conducted at the nearest monitoring location relative to the planned pyrotechnic event 
stage as follows: 

“Halsey” at Sunset Cliffs Stage - Friday 9/14 

• Baseline: Stevens Creek – Friday (9/7), 6:30 p.m. until 7:45 p.m. 

• Festival: Stevens Creek – Friday (9/14), 6:30 p.m. until 7:45 p.m. 

“Post Malone” at Grandview Stage - Friday 9/14 

• Baseline: South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/7), 8:16 p.m. until 9:15 p.m. 

• Festival: South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/14), 8:00 p.m. until 9:15 p.m. 
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“Imagine Dragons” at Sunset Cliffs Stage – Saturday 9/15 

• Baseline: Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/8), 8:20 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. 

• Festival: Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/15), 8:20 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. 

“Katy Perry” at Sunset Cliffs Stage – Sunday 9/15 

• Baseline: Stevens Creek – Sunday (9/9), 8:01 p.m. through 9:15 p.m. 

• Festival: Stevens Creek – Sunday (9/16), 7:30 p.m. through 9:15 p.m. 

3.2 Light Monitoring 

3.2.1 Instrumentation 
Light measurements were conducted using Extech Model HD450 (SNs 180723706, 170427896) and Model SDL400 
(SNs 040229, 034641 datalogging light meters. The light sensor was mounted to a tripod leg and positioned roughly 
2 feet above grade (appropriate in height to that in which a shorebird’s head would be while foraging or roosting) and 
placed to face the direction of the festival grounds. When activated for a sampling period, the light meters logged 
ambient lux values at sampling rates that ranged from 1 to 6 seconds as determined appropriate for the monitored 
period and/or monitoring location. 

3.2.2 Protocol 
Light measurements were collocated with noise and biology monitoring sites previously illustrated in Figures 2 
through 4. Measurements were conducted during the following periods: 

Baseline (Pre-Festival) 

• South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/7), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• South Overflow Lot – Saturday (9/8), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• East Berm – Friday (9/7), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• East Berm – Saturday (9/8), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Friday (9/7), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/8), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

Festival 

• South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/14), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• South Overflow Lot – Saturday (9/15), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• East Berm – Saturday (9/15), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Friday (9/14), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

• Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/15), 11:00 a.m. through 10:59 p.m. 

Due to instrument error, long-term measurement data at East Berm on the Festival survey date of Saturday, 
September 15, was not recorded; however, two attended ST measurements were conducted at this location on this 
date during both daytime and nighttime periods. 

In addition to the unattended illuminance measurements, a series of attended ST measurements of 13- to 180-minute 
duration were conducted at the LT measurement locations, during which the instrument operator made simultaneous 
documentation of observations (e.g., perceived light sources). Detailed ST light measurement data and observations 
are provided in Appendix C of this report. 
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With the intent of capturing illuminance generated by discrete pyrotechnic events during artist performances, four 
attended ST measurements were conducted to coincide with time periods during which pyrotechnic displays were 
planned. Measurements were conducted at 1- to 2-second intervals at the nearest monitoring location relative to the 
planned pyrotechnic event stage as follows: 

“Halsey” at Sunset Cliffs Stage – Friday 9/14 

• Baseline: Stevens Creek – Friday (9/7), 6:30 p.m. until 7:45 p.m. 

• Festival: Stevens Creek – Friday (9/14), 6:30 p.m. until 7:45 p.m. 

“Post Malone” at Grandview Stage – Friday 9/14 

• Baseline: South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/7), 8:16 p.m. until 9:15 p.m. 

• Festival: South Overflow Lot – Friday (9/14), 8:48 p.m. until 9:15 p.m. 

“Imagine Dragons” at Sunset Cliffs Stage – Saturday 9/15 

• Baseline: Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/8), 8:20 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. 

• Festival: Stevens Creek – Saturday (9/15), 8:20 p.m. until 9:56 p.m. 

“Katy Perry” at Sunset Cliffs Stage – Sunday 9/15 

• Baseline: Stevens Creek – Sunday (9/9), 8:01 p.m. through 9:15 p.m. 

• Festival: Stevens Creek – Sunday (9/16), 7:30 p.m. through 9:15 p.m. 

There is no designated or recommended federal or state illuminance (lux) threshold when determining light impacts 
on avian species, so several different factors were taken into consideration when determining level of effect, if any, 
from light sources attributable to the festival. Day and night light data from the SOL restoration area, East Berm 
restoration area, and Stevens Creek area were compared over both the baseline and festival survey days. 
Fluctuations and averages were compared across sites and spikes and/or changes in light level were compared to 
observed disturbance events in an effort to identify causation. Illuminance levels (lux) associated with naturally 
occurring events, such as the change in moon cycle and cloud cover, were also taken into consideration when 
analyzing the nighttime light data. 

Because of the limited published data addressing artificial light pollution and its effects on avian species, conclusions 
were somewhat speculative and were based heavily on the visual and auditory observations made by the biologists 
during the survey periods and whether there was a direct correlation with the light data recorded during the festival. 
While the previously mentioned IDA-based LZ-1 designation as presented in Section 1.2.2 of this report suggests 1 
lux (i.e., 1 lumen per square meter) might be used as a guidance threshold with respect to evaluating outdoor 
ambient light level (and its potential for wildlife effects) at night, baseline and/or festival-attributed lux may already 
exceed this guidance metric and thus underscore attention to biologist observation as a means of assessing light-
caused wildlife disturbance. 

3.3 Wildlife Response Monitoring 

3.3.1 Protocol 
AECOM biologists Brennan Mulrooney, Emma Fraser, and James McMorran conducted passive, observational 
surveys from each of the three representative monitoring locations in an effort to determine potential noise and light 
impacts on wildlife species (specifically, wetland-dependent avian species) utilizing the surrounding restored and 
established wetland habitat. The festival was a 3-day to 4-day event including the day prior to the festival start used 
for sound check and set-up. Surveys over a 3-day period between late Friday morning and late Sunday night during 
the height of activities was deemed adequate and consistent with the CCC-vetted AECOM proposed scope of work to 
acquire a representative sample for evaluation of effects from noise and light on avian species. The scale of the 
survey area as described in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 and shown graphically via viewsheds in Figures 2, 3, and 4 
(i.e., all three representative monitoring locations) allows for conclusions to be drawn relating to the apparent effect of 
the 3-day festival on adjacent wetland habitat and the residing avian species.  
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For both baseline and festival surveys, biologists chose a vantage point within each representative monitoring 
location that allowed for the greatest visibility of the surrounding wetland areas while remaining proximate to the 
corresponding noise and light monitoring stations. The landscapes throughout the East Berm, SOL, and Stevens 
Creek monitoring locations are relatively flat and devoid of tall vegetation; thus, one vantage point per monitoring 
location was adequate to observe activity. Visibility at Stevens Creek was somewhat obstructed due the railroad 
tracks intersecting the monitoring location; however, biologists were able to observe through the bridge structure with 
the aid of binoculars and scopes and relied more heavily on auditory cues at this specific monitoring location. Passive 
survey methods consisted of stationary observation periods to coincide with noise and light data recording from the 
selected vantage points at each monitoring location, using binoculars and spotting scopes as necessary to scan over 
a distance of approximately 1,000 feet in radius from the monitoring location over visible suitable habitat. During the 
nighttime survey period, infrared binoculars were used to capture bird movement in low light conditions. Time was 
spent observing bird movement and behavior and documenting disturbance events as well as the specific species on-
site. At the top of each hour, weather and number of people close enough to potentially cause a disturbance at each 
representative monitoring location were recorded. Biologists observed and recorded indications of disturbed avian 
behavior, defined as any situation in which a bird suddenly behaved differently from its noted pre-disturbance or 
“natural” behavior. A disturbance event is defined as point at which an outside stimulus causes a bird to behave 
differently from the behavior it would exhibit without that stimulus.  

A summary of pre- and post-disturbance behaviors is listed on the field datasheets (Appendix D). Pre-disturbance or 
“natural” behaviors were categorized as roosting, foraging, preening, flying/soaring, and other. Disturbed behaviors 
were defined as a physical or vocal reaction in response to a specific stimulus. These reactions resulted in an 
interruption and/or change to a bird’s “natural” behavior and were categorized as flushed, alarm calling, agitated 
movement, and other. Causation of disturbed behavior was categorized as the following: light, noise, human 
disturbance, natural, or unknown; and each was specified as either a festival-related or outside source disturbance. 
Light and noise disturbances were directly associated with sudden sounds and changes in light that resulted in avian 
disturbance; Human disturbance was defined as nearby physical presence (i.e., hikers, bikers, and dog-walkers) that 
resulted in avian disturbance; and natural disturbances were those relating to interspecies disputes, foraging, or other 
environmental factors. The species type, number of individuals, pre-disturbance behavior, behavior displayed in 
response to the disturbance event, post-disturbance behavior, and any other relevant data were recorded. The time 
and duration of each disturbance were recorded to allow for correlation to noise and light data recorded. 

To produce comparative data, baseline surveys were conducted exactly 1 week prior to the festival during a 3-day 
period from September 7–9, 2018, so that the days of the week were consistent along with highway and train traffic 
patterns, and to best control for variations in existing conditions in this already highly developed area (Table 1). The 
baseline survey dates were selected as there were no major events or festivals taking place at the DMF during the 
time of the baseline surveys, which in turn allowed for the opportunity to collect control data representative of a 
weekend without any point-source noise and light attributable to a DMF event that could interfere with avian behavior. 
Surveying 1 week prior to the festival dates was considered an appropriate amount of time to ensure that avian 
numbers and migration patterns remained relatively consistent with observed conditions during both the baseline and 
festival surveys. Survey methodology was replicated identically at all three monitoring locations throughout both the 
baseline and festival surveys, as described above. Surveys were conducted at each of the three monitoring locations 
in both daytime (11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.) and evening (5:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.) for 12 hours each (hereafter to referred 
to as a 12-hour monitoring cycle) over the duration of the baseline survey period extending from late Friday morning 
through Sunday night (Table 1). Additional surveys were conducted at monitoring locations nearest stages scheduled 
to feature pyrotechnic displays during the festival. In some cases, these surveys overlapped and occurred within the 
12-hour monitoring cycles; however, 6 hours of additional evening surveys were required external to the 
aforementioned 12-hour monitoring cycle in order to provide coverage of all scheduled pyrotechnic displays. 

During September 14–16, 2018, passive, observational surveys were conducted during the festival and replicated in 
the same manner as the baseline surveys described above (Table 2). Biologists were stationed at each monitoring 
location for a 12-hour monitoring cycle during both daytime and evening conditions between 11:00 a.m. and 11:00 
p.m. over the duration of the festival survey period extending from late Friday morning through Sunday night. As was 
done during the baseline effort, additional surveys were required during pyrotechnic displays (Table 2). It was noted 
for each disturbance event recorded whether a pyrotechnic event was in progress. Pyrotechnic events included 
fireworks, popping flames, and lasers that were displayed during specific concerts in addition to the normal light 
shows accompanying each performance. Pyrotechnics did not endure for the entirety of the concerts but were instead 
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displayed intermittently during stage performance. The exact survey schedules over both the baseline and festival 
survey days are represented in Tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1.  Baseline Avian Survey Schedule 

Survey Date Surveyed Site Start Time End Time Biologist 

9/7/18 

SOL Restoration Site 
11:00 AM 2:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

5:00 PM 8:00 PM Emma Fraser 

East Berm Restoration Site 
2:00 PM 5:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

8:00 PM 11:00 PM Emma Fraser 

Stevens Creek 
11:00 AM 2:00 PM James McMorran 

2:00 PM 5:00 PM James McMorran 

 *6:00 PM 9:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

9/8/18 

SOL Restoration Site 
2:00 PM 5:00 PM Emma Fraser 

8:00 PM 11:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

East Berm Restoration Site 
11:00 AM 2:00 PM Emma Fraser 

5:00 PM 8:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

Stevens Creek *8:00 PM 11:00 PM Emma Fraser 

9/9/18 Stevens Creek 
5:00 PM 8:00 PM Emma Fraser 

*8:00 PM 11:00 PM Emma Fraser 

*Time period aligning with scheduled pyrotechnic events anticipated to occur during festival survey. 

Table 2. Festival Avian Survey Schedule 

Survey Date Surveyed Site Start Time End Time Biologist 

 
9/14/18 

SOL Restoration Site 
11:00 AM 2:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

5:00 PM 8:00 PM Emma Fraser 

East Berm Restoration Site 
2:00 PM 5:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

8:00 PM 11:00 PM Emma Fraser 

Stevens Creek 
11:00 AM 2:00 PM James McMorran 

2:00 PM 5:00 PM James McMorran 

 *6:00 PM 9:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

 
9/15/18 

SOL Restoration Site 
2:00 PM 5:00 PM Emma Fraser 

8:00 PM 11:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

East Berm Restoration Site 
11:00 AM 2:00 PM Emma Fraser 

5:00 PM 8:00 PM Brennan Mulrooney 

Stevens Creek *8:00 PM 11:00 PM Emma Fraser 

 
9/16/18 

Stevens Creek 
5:00 PM 8:00 PM James McMorran 

*8:00 PM 11:00 PM James McMorran 

*Time period aligning with scheduled pyrotechnic events.  
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4. Results 
4.1 Noise Monitoring 
The noise monitoring results presented in this section rely on three primary noise descriptors: 

• Leq – Commonly referred to as the “energy-averaged” SPL over a given measurement period. 

• L90 – A statistical value denoting the measured SPL that was exceeded for 90% of the measurement period 
duration. This is typically described as the “background” noise level and excludes impulsive or short-lived (e.g., 
less than 50 seconds in duration) noise events. 

• Lmax – The maximum 1-second SPL measured over a given period. This descriptor is used when analyzing plots 
related to anticipated impulsive sounds generated by pyrotechnic events. 

4.1.1 SOL Restoration Site 
4.1.1.1 Measured Noise Levels 
Figures 5 and 6 below display side-by-side plot summaries of 1-minute Leq and 10-minute L90 values from baseline 
and festival survey data for each monitored date. Musical performances from the three stages during the festival on 
the indicated day are also presented and help potentially explain measured acoustical prominence. 

 

  

Figure 5 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the SOL position on successive Fridays from 11:00 
(hh:mm) to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview 
events) 
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Figure 6 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the SOL position on successive Saturdays from 11:00 
(hh:mm) to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview 
events) 

 

Figure 7 presents comparison of baseline and festival SPL plots similar to that shown in Figures 5 and 6 above, but 
only for a 2-hour period (from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) during the Post Malone concert event taking place at the 
Grandview stage. The vertical bars indicate when observed pyrotechnic displays were noted during the concert. 

 

Figure 7 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the SOL position, with attention on the 2-hour period 
containing the Friday, September 14, 2018, Post Malone concert (from 19:55 [hh:mm] to 21:25); vertical bars indicate 
observed occurrence of pyrotechnical display associated with the concert 
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4.1.1.2 Observations 
The primary noise sources at the SOL Restoration Site were vehicular traffic on Jimmy Durante Boulevard, distant 
traffic on I- 5, regular aircraft overflights, passenger rail horn soundings and pass-bys, amplified music from KAABOO 
performances, and intermittent speech from pedestrians using the Coast to Crest Trail. During baseline ambient noise 
measurements conducted on September 7 and 8, 2018, the dominant noise source in the vicinity was steady traffic 
on Jimmy Durante Boulevard. Additional noise sources observed during the baseline ambient survey included distant 
speech and distant skid steer operations associated with presumed festival preparation activities, pedestrian speech, 
and bird calls. 

One visible trend in Figure 7 is that the dB difference in L90 and Lmax plots during the sample festival event is smaller 
than that of the baseline time period, which would be consistent with the expectation of generally increased noise-
producing activities (roadway traffic, festival attendance and the Festival-related equipment and activities) on and 
near the DMF property. 

4.1.2 East Berm Restoration Site 
4.1.2.1 Measured Noise Levels 
Figures 8 and 9 below display side-by-side plot summaries of 1-minute Leq and 10-minute L90 values from baseline 
and festival survey data for each monitored date. Musical performances from the three stages during the festival on 
the indicated day are also presented and help potentially explain measured acoustical prominence. 

 

  

Figure 8 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the East Berm position on successive Fridays from 11:00 
(hh:mm) to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview 
events) 
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Figure 9 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the East Berm position on successive Saturdays from 
11:00 (hh:mm) to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = 
Grandview events) 

 

4.1.2.2 Observations 
The primary noise sources at the East Berm Restoration Site were vehicular traffic on Jimmy Durante Boulevard, 
distant traffic on I- 5, vehicles exiting the East Parking Lot on the nearby egress roadway, regular aircraft overflights, 
passenger rail horn soundings and pass-bys, amplified music from KAABOO performances, and intermittent speech 
from pedestrians using the Coast to Crest Trail. During baseline ambient noise measurements conducted on 
September 7 and 8, 2018, the dominant noise sources in the vicinity was steady traffic on Jimmy Durante Boulevard 
and I-5. Additional noise sources observed during the baseline ambient survey included distant speech and distant 
skid steer operations associated with presumed festival preparation activities, aircraft overflights, barking dogs, and 
bird calls. 

4.1.3 Stevens Creek Site 
4.1.3.1 Measured Noise Levels 
Figures 10 and 11 below display side-by-side plot summaries of 1-minute Leq and 10-minute L90 values from baseline 
and festival survey data for each monitored date. Musical performances from the three stages during the festival on 
the indicated day are also presented and help potentially explain measured acoustical prominence. 
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Figure 10 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the Stevens Creek position on successive Fridays from 
11:00 (hh:mm) to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = 
Grandview events) 
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Figure 11 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the Stevens Creek position on successive Saturdays 
from 11:00 (hh:mm) to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = 
Grandview events) 

 

Figure 12 presents comparison of baseline and festival SPL plots similar to that shown in Figures 10 and 11 above, 
but only for a 2-hour period (from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.) during the Halsey concert event taking place at the Sunset 
Cliffs stage. Like the Post Malone concert monitored from the SOL monitoring position, this and two other concerts 
were anticipated to feature stage pyrotechnics as part of the scheduled performance. The vertical bars indicate when 
observed pyrotechnic displays were noted during the concert.  
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Figure 12 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the Stevens Creek position, with attention on the 2-hour 
period containing the Friday, September 14, 2018, Halsey concert (from 18:25 [hh:mm] to 19:55); vertical bars indicate 
observed occurrence of pyrotechnical display associated with the concert 

 

Figure 13 presents comparison of baseline and festival SPL plots similar to that shown in Figure 12, but for a 2-hour 
period (from 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) during the Imagine Dragons concert event taking place at the Sunset Cliffs 
stage. The vertical bars indicate when observed pyrotechnic displays were noted during the concert. 

 

Figure 13 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the Stevens Creek position, with attention on the 2-hour 
period containing the Saturday, September 15, 2018, Imagine Dragons concert (from 20:25 [hh:mm] to 21:55); vertical bars 
indicate observed occurrence of pyrotechnical display associated with the concert 
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Figure 14 presents comparison of baseline and festival SPL plots similar to that shown in Figure 12 above, but only 
for a 3-hour period (from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) during the Katy Perry concert event taking place at the Sunset Cliffs 
stage. The vertical bars indicate when observed pyrotechnic displays were noted during the concert. 

 

Figure 14 – Comparison of Baseline and Festival SPL measured at the Stevens Creek position, with attention on the 3-hour 
period containing the Sunday, September 16, 2018, Katy Perry concert (from 19:30 [hh:mm] to 21:05); vertical bars indicate 
observed occurrence of pyrotechnical display associated with the concert 

 

4.1.3.2 Observations 
The primary noise sources at the Stevens Creek Monitoring Site were frequent vehicular traffic (automobiles, golf 
carts, and all-terrain vehicles) on the nearby service road, train horn soundings and pass-bys, regular aircraft 
overflights, amplified music from KAABOO performances, and intermittent speech from festival staff. During baseline 
ambient noise measurements conducted on September 7 and 8, 2018, the dominant noise source in the vicinity was 
frequent vehicular traffic (automobiles, golf carts, and all-terrain vehicles) on the nearby service road. Additional noise 
sources observed during the baseline ambient survey included water splashing up against the Stephens Creek 
waterline and activities associated with festival preparation, such as intermittent back-up alarm sounding from skid 
steers and hammering associated with the construction of the Sunset Cliffs stage. 

4.2 Light Monitoring 

4.2.1 SOL Restoration Site 
4.2.1.1 Measured Illuminance Levels 
Figure 15 presents comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over the same 12-hour 
period (from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.) during successive Fridays. The plots exhibit what appear to be overcast skies 
on the later September 14 monitoring period, as well as an earlier drop in lux that corresponds with expected earlier 
sunset. While illuminance appears no greater than 1 lux after 7:30 p.m. for both plots, the baseline monitoring period 
did demonstrate three apparent events above this IDA LZ-1 guidance threshold. It is believed that investigator activity 
in proximity to the light meter sensor during this nighttime period caused the momentary plotted spikes of outdoor 
ambient illuminance. 
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Figure 15 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 7, 2018) and Festival (September 14, 2018) 
conditions as measured at the SOL monitoring position, from 11:00 [hh:mm] to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs 
events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events) 

 

Figure 16 presents comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over the same 12-hour 
period (from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.) during successive Saturdays. The plots exhibit an earlier drop in lux that 
corresponds with expected earlier sunset on September 15. While illuminance appears no greater than 1 lux after 
7:30 p.m. for both plots, the festival monitoring period did demonstrate several apparent events above this IDA LZ-1 
guidance threshold. 
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Figure 16 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 8, 2018) and Festival (September 15, 2018) 
conditions as measured at the SOL monitoring position, from 11:00 [hh:mm] to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs 
events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events) 

Figure 17 presents a comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over a short duration 
within the timeframe of the observed Post Malone concert at the Grandview stage. Measured illuminance appears 
lower than the aforementioned IDA-based LZ-1 guidance threshold (1 lux), even when pyrotechnic displays were 
observed to occur—note the red brackets in the figure. 

 

Figure 17 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 7, 2018) and Festival (September 14, 2018) 
during observed pyrotechnic events (occurring within red, 1-minute brackets) during Post Malone performance. 
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4.2.1.2 Observations 
The primary sources of light during the festival monitoring were a combination of temporary light tower deployments 
and permanent light poles along Jimmy Durante Boulevard. The towers were powered by an electric generator base 
and generally extended to heights between 12 and 25 feet. The magnified scale of measured lux levels in Figure 17 
illustrate that levels both baseline and festival were relatively similar, with both dates ranging between 0 and 2 lux. 
Figure 17 also suggests that observed pyrotechnic events occurring at the nearest stage did not have a measurable 
effect at the monitoring location. The cause of the spike in measured lux levels at 21:02 during the baseline survey is 
unknown. 

4.2.2 East Berm Restoration Site 
4.2.2.1 Measured Illuminance Levels 
Figure 18 presents comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over the same 12-hour 
period (from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.) during the Friday baseline period and Saturday festival period. Both plots of 
measured outdoor ambient illuminance appear to cut-off below a value of 10 lux, but this is a consequence of the 
logarithmic plotting of lux from instrument raw data being less than a value of 1. 

 

Figure 18 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 7, 2018) and Festival (September 14, 2018) 
conditions as measured at the East Berm monitoring position, from 11:00 [hh:mm] to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs 
events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events) 

 

Figure 19 presents comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over the same 12-hour 
period (from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.) during successive Saturdays. 
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Figure 19 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 8, 2018) and Festival (September 15, 2018) 
conditions as measured at the SOL monitoring position, from 11:00 [hh:mm] to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset Cliffs 
events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events) 

 

4.2.2.2 Observations 
The apparent gap in festival data between 11:30 and 12:30 on Figures 18 and 19 are a result of incorrect meter 
sensitivity settings that resulted in temporary overloads of the light sensor during that period. The primary sources of 
light during the festival monitoring were temporary light tower deployments in the parking lot to the east and 
permanent light poles along Jimmy Durante Boulevard. The towers were powered by an electric generator base and 
generally extended to heights between 12 and 25 feet. Measured nighttime lux at EB during the baseline survey was 
below the measurable threshold of 0.1 lux. During the festival, nighttime measured lux ranged from below the 
measurable threshold up to an average of approximately 4 lux. 

4.2.3 Stevens Creek Site 
4.2.3.1 Measured Illuminance Levels 
Figure 20 presents comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over the same 12-hour 
period (from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.) during successive Fridays. The plots exhibit what appear to be overcast skies 
on the later September 14 monitoring period, as well as an earlier drop in lux that corresponds with expected earlier 
sunset. While illuminance appears no greater than 1 lux after 7:30 p.m. for both plots, the baseline monitoring period 
did demonstrate a few apparent events above this IDA LZ-1 guidance threshold.  
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Figure 20 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 7, 2018) and Festival (September 14, 2018) 
conditions as measured at the Stevens Creek monitoring position, from 11:00 [hh:mm] to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset 
Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events) 

 

Figure 21 presents comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over the same 12-hour 
period (from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.) during successive Saturdays. The plots exhibit what appear to be overcast 
skies on the later September 14 monitoring period, as well as an earlier drop in lux that corresponds with expected 
earlier sunset.  
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Figure 21 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 8, 2018) and Festival (September 15, 2018) 
conditions as measured at the Stevens Creek monitoring position, from 11:00 [hh:mm] to 23:00 (black brackets = Sunset 
Cliffs events; gray brackets = Trestles events; purple brackets = Grandview events) 

 

Figure 22 presents a comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over a short duration 
within the timeframe of the observed Halsey concert at the Sunset Cliffs stage. Measured illuminance appears lower 
than about 5 lux for most of the presented time period, but a few of the noted pyrotechnic display periods (i.e., the red 
brackets) show when this range was momentarily exceeded.  
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Figure 22 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 7, 2018) and Festival (September 14, 2018) 
during observed pyrotechnic events (occurring within red, 1-minute brackets) during Halsey performance. 

 

Figure 23 presents a comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over a short duration 
within the timeframe of the observed Imagine Dragons concert at the Sunset Cliffs stage. Measured illuminance 
appears to “floor” at about 5 lux for most of the presented time period, but the two noted pyrotechnic display periods 
(i.e., the red brackets) apparently do not represent the large spikes of increased illuminance. 

 

Figure 23 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 8, 2018) and Festival (September 15, 2018) 
during observed pyrotechnic events (occurring within red, 1-minute brackets) during Imagine Dragons performance. 
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Figure 24 presents a comparison of baseline and festival plots of outdoor ambient light levels over a short duration 
within the timeframe of the observed Katy Perry concert at the Sunset Cliffs stage. Measured illuminance appears to 
“floor” at about 7–8 lux for most of the presented time period, but only one of the two noted pyrotechnic display 
events (i.e., the red brackets) appears associated with the large spikes of increased illuminance. 

 

Figure 24 – Comparison of outdoor ambient lux under Baseline (September 9, 2018) and Festival (September 16, 2018) 
during observed pyrotechnic events (occurring within red, 1-minute brackets) during Katy Perry performance. 

 

4.2.3.2 Observations 
The primary sources of light during the festival monitoring were several permanent light poles lining the DMF access 
road. During the baseline measurements, light poles remained on during all hours of monitoring. Consistent with 
witnessed events on Friday (September 14, 2018), Figure 22 illustrates the sustained reduction in festival lux levels 
upon the manual shutting off of all light poles along the roadway after 7 p.m. In contrast, and also consistent with 
witnessed conditions on Saturday (September 15, 2018) and Sunday (September 16, 2018), Figures 23 and 24 
illustrate an general increase in overall lux levels during the festival as a result of both these lights remaining on 
through the evening, and the observed the installation of an temporary light fixture immediately east of the monitoring 
vicinity. Measured illuminance after sunset appeared to exceed 1 lux during both baseline and festival conditions. 

Pyrotechnics were visible through a penetration in the acoustical blankets, which appeared to be used for stage 
access. Figure 20 shows a sample view of on-stage flame displays. Smoke streams were also used, but they did not 
produce the same apparent contrast of light emitted to the Stevens Creek monitoring position. 
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Figure 25 – From video taken at the Stevens Creek monitoring position, sample images of southwestern façade of the 
Sunset Cliffs stage during a nighttime concert performance: left, no pyrotechnics display; right, short-duration flames 
display produced on stage 

 

4.3 Wildlife Response Monitoring 
During the wildlife response survey/monitoring efforts associated with the festival, biologists made observations of 
wildlife resources within the restored and established wetland areas (specifically wetland-dependent avian), in order 
to document any behavioral changes and/or disruptions potentially associated with point-source noise and/or light 
attributable to KAABOO. No wildlife other than avian species were observed to be affected or at risk of being 
disturbed by the festival; thus, only birds are assessed and discussed further in this report. The biologists recorded 
any indications of disturbed avian behavior, defined as any situation in which a bird suddenly behaved differently from 
its noted pre-disturbance or “natural” behavior (which could be attributed to the adjacent festival). Pre-disturbance or 
“natural” behaviors were defined as roosting, foraging, preening, or flying/soaring. Disturbed behaviors were defined 
as a physical or vocal reaction in response to a specific stimulus. These stress reactions result in an interruption to a 
bird’s behavior and were defined as flushing, alarm calling, agitated movements, or other reactions considered 
indicative of stress. During post-festival data analysis, all disturbances categorized as unknown were compared with 
the corresponding noise and light data displayed in Sections 4.1.1–4.1.3 and 4.2.1–4.2.3 in an effort to correlate a 
cause for these responses with potential fluctuations of sufficient magnitude in noise and/or light that the biologist 
may not have picked up on. For any remaining recorded observations in which no major change in noise or light level 
data aligned with recorded disturbance events, the cause of disturbance remained defined as unknown. The below 
sections outline the results and observations recorded at each monitoring site during both the baseline and festival 
survey periods. Specific disturbance events determined as festival-related are outlined below in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Festival-Related Disturbance Events 

Monitoring 
Location Date 

Time of 
Occurrence 

Length of 
Disturbance Noise Light 

SOL 9/15/2018 14:20 10 seconds X  
9/15/2018 20:58 2 seconds  X 

East Berm 9/14/2018 15:28 5 seconds X  
9/15/2018 13:14 10 seconds X  

Stevens 
Creek 

9/14/2018 18:35 20 seconds X  
9/14/2018 19:06 unknown X  
9/15/2018 20:15 10 seconds X  

* 
 
Detailed descriptions of each disturbance event recorded during both baseline and festival surveys, at each site, can 
be referenced in the field notes attached in Appendix D. 

4.3.1 SOL Restoration Site 
Of the three sites, the most avian activity was recorded at the SOL restoration site during both the festival survey and 
baseline survey days. The monitoring site was located on an earthen berm at the northwestern edge of the 
restoration area, which afforded an overlook viewpoint toward the greater SOL restoration area. The Grandview stage 
was approximately 930 feet from the monitoring location and the Trestles stage was approximately 1,000 feet away. 
The JPA’s Coast to Crest Trail and boardwalk passes through the SOL restoration site and is frequented by walkers, 
joggers, and bikers. In addition, the Viewpoint Brewing Company is adjacent to the restored wetland area, bordering 
the southern boundary, and could regularly be heard from the monitoring location during surveys. 

4.3.1.1 General Observations 
One state-listed endangered wildlife species, Belding’s savannah sparrow, was detected during a daytime baseline 
survey on September 7 and again during a daytime festival survey on September 14. Approximately five individuals 
were observed foraging on the ground and within the restored vegetation within the SOL restoration site during each 
observation. Additionally, the following special-status wildlife species listed as watch list (WL) by the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) were detected at the SOL restoration site: double crested cormorant 
(Phalacrocorax auritus), osprey (Pandion haliaetus), long-billed curlew (Numenius americanus), and California 
horned lark (Eremophila alpestris actia). 

Non-special status wildlife species observed within the survey area include western sandpiper (Calidris mauri), belted 
kingfisher (Megaceryle alcyon), great blue heron (Ardea herodias), killdeer (Charadrius vociferus), western gull (Larus 
occidentalis), whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus), semipalmated plover (Charadrius semipalmatus), western sandpiper 
(Calidris mauri), snowy egret (Egretta thula), great egret (Ardea alba), mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), least sandpiper 
(Calidris minutilla), American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), spotted sandpiper (Actitis macularius), willet (Tringa 
semipalmata), great-tailed grackle (Quiscalus mexicanus), American kestrel (Falco sparverius), red-tailed hawk 
(Buteo jamaicensis), greater yellowlegs (Tringa melanoleuca), Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna), marbled godwit 
(Limosa fedoa), black-crowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax), barn owl (Tyto alba), mourning dove (Zenaida 
macroura), and European starling (Sturnus vulgaris). In general, shorebird species typical to the wetland habitat type 
present were the most commonly detected species during both baseline and festival survey efforts. 

4.3.1.2 Disturbances – Baseline 
A total of 26 disturbance events were observed during the baseline surveys at the SOL restoration site. These 
resulted from human disturbance, noise, and unknown causes. Only one disturbance event recorded at 11:59 a.m. on 
September 7 corresponded with a significant increase in sound. Max sound levels jumped from 53 dB(A) to 62.7 
dB(A) 1 second after the recorded disturbance event, indicating the birds may have been reacting to a change in 
noise level. The jump to 62.7dB(A) was lower than the 66 dB(A) threshold recommended in the 2012 Del Mar Noise 
Control Plan but was higher than the recorded baseline measurements, which consistently fell between 52 and 56 
dB(A). In this case, cause of disturbance was changed to noise.  

Human disturbance-related observations were the second most commonly recorded during the baseline survey 
period. In several cases, shorebirds, including long-billed curlew and double-crested cormorant (both CDFW WL 
species), flushed in response to pedestrians walking out onto the public boardwalk that intersects the SOL restoration 
area. Additional disturbance observations were in response to AECOM personnel entering the wetland to monitor 
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noise and light equipment set up on-site. Large vehicles passing by on Jimmy Durante Boulevard that either emitted 
loud or sudden engine noise or shone lights over the wetland also resulted in occasional disturbance events.  

Disturbances categorized as unknown were the most commonly recorded and may be attributed to typical territorial 
disputes and/or foraging interactions. Interactions of such are common among flocks of foraging and roosting birds 
and often result in short chases, flushing events, and vocalizations that are not always easily identifiable to a 
surveyor. In some instances, the biologist could not get a clear view of the individual or surrounding triggers during a 
disturbance event and therefore had to categorize said disturbances as unknown. 

All noted disturbance responses were relatively short in duration and never exceeded more than 1 minute. Birds 
generally returned to either their pre-disturbance behavior or a different “natural” behavior in a matter of seconds 
following the disturbance event. 

4.3.1.3 Disturbances – Festival 
A total of 20 disturbance events were observed at the SOL restoration site during the festival surveys. These resulted 
from human disturbance, noise, light, natural causes, and unknown causes.  

Only one disturbance event was confidently confirmed to be a result of direct point-source light attributable to 
KAABOO. No disturbance events resulting from point-source noise attributable to the festival were observed. A short 
disturbance was noted during an evening survey that resulted from spot lights from the Grandview stage briefly 
shining over the wetland area. This in turn caused a killdeer to briefly emit a series of alarm calls lasting 
approximately two seconds. At one point during the survey effort, several mourning doves were flushed from within 
the interior of the festival grounds in response to a nearby drone flight; however, this particular event was not 
considered a true disturbance event since the habitat and avian behavior in question strictly relates to the 
surrounding restored wetland area, and not within the festival grounds itself. Similar responses in which birds flushed 
from within the festival grounds were observed several times at both the SOL and East Berm monitoring locations. 
During each response, birds appeared to seek out the open space of the adjacent wetland area as a refuge from 
festival activities, indicating that conditions within the wetland areas were still suitable for birds. 

Several disturbances were noted as possible reactions to increases in concert sound; however, after comparing data 
to the compiled sound measurements, there was no apparent change in sound level during that period that would 
have resulted in disturbance. The longest disturbance event recorded lasted approximately 4 minutes and was noted 
by the biologist as a possible reaction to sound from one of the concerts; however, after careful comparison with the 
sound data there was not an increase or change in noise level during that period. Therefore, all of these disturbance 
events were likely a result of an outside source undetected by the biologist.  

Human disturbance, noise, and natural disturbance events were observed several times during the festival surveys; 
however, many of these events were not directly associated with the festival itself. On several occasions, pedestrians 
not associated with KAABOO were observed walking out on the public boardwalk which in turn caused birds to flush 
from the immediate surrounding area. Although KAABOO acoustics from the Grandview stage were clearly audible 
from the boardwalk, the pedestrians walking out during the festival did not loiter or appear to have any intent to linger 
and listen, and quickly left the boardwalk after reaching its end. Occasional traffic noise from the nearby freeway (I-5) 
also resulted in disturbance events as well as a flyover from a hunting osprey. As was observed during the baseline 
surveys, disturbance events were also observed in response to AECOM personnel entering the wetland to monitor 
noise and light equipment set up on-site.  

Noise from a low-flying helicopter repeatedly flying back and forth over the wetland area occasionally flushed groups 
of birds that had either been foraging or roosting. Aircraft observed flying back and forth over the wetland areas 
during survey efforts were not associated with the festival nor were sanctioned or approved by the 22nd DAA or 
KAABOO; however, prohibiting them from flying over the wetland areas was not feasible. Although the aircraft were 
not directly affiliated with the festival, their presence appeared to be in response to KAABOO given the nature of their 
flight patterns and repeated circling of the festival and surrounding wetland areas. It can be assumed that businesses 
are taking advantage of the festival in order to advertise to the large crowds on-site; therefore, disturbances related to 
aircraft are considered indirectly festival related. 

Disturbances categorized as unknown were the most commonly recorded. After careful comparison, none of the 
recorded disturbance events in question aligned with a change in noise or light level; therefore, the cause of 
disturbance remained defined as unknown.  
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Similar to the baseline surveys, most of the noted disturbance responses were relatively short in duration and never 
exceeded more than 30 seconds. Birds typically returned to either their pre-disturbance behavior or a different 
“natural” behavior in a matter of seconds following the disturbance event. 

4.3.2 East Berm Restoration Site 
The East Berm restoration site provided fewer opportunities for data collection as a result of less avian activity; 
however, some disturbance events were observed and recorded as described below. The monitoring site was located 
on an earthen berm northwest of the restoration area, which afforded an overlook viewpoint toward the greater East 
Berm restoration area. The Grandview stage was located approximately 700 feet from the monitoring location and the 
Trestles stage was approximately1,500 feet away. The JPA’s Coast to Crest Trail continues east, adjacent to the East 
Berm restoration site and is frequented by walkers, joggers, and bikers. 

4.3.2.1 General Observations 
One state-listed endangered wildlife species, Belding’s savannah sparrow, was detected at the East Berm restoration 
site during a daytime festival survey on September 14. Approximately four individuals were observed foraging on the 
ground and within the restored vegetation within the East Berm restoration site. Additionally, one federally-threated 
species, coastal California gnatcatcher, was detected foraging in the upland habitat of the survey area during a 
daytime baseline survey on September 7 and again during an evening festival survey on September 15. Special-
status wildlife species detected at the East Berm restoration site include Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii), double-
crested cormorant, osprey, and long-billed curlew; all listed as CDFW WL species. Approximately 30 tri-colored 
blackbirds (Agelaius tricolor) were detected foraging within the adjacent parking area at the East Berm restoration site 
during daytime and evening baseline surveys on September 7 and 8; this species is a CDFW species of special 
concern (SSC). An American peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum), a species listed as fully-protected (FP) by 
CDFW, was observed hunting over the lagoon and fairgrounds during a daytime baseline survey on September 7. 

Non-special status wildlife species observed within the survey area include rock pigeon (Columba livia), common 
yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas), song sparrow (Melospiza melodia), northern mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos), 
brown-headed cowbird (Malothrus ater), short-billed dowitcher (Limnodrous griseus), belted kingfisher, semipalmated 
plover, red-tailed hawk, great blue heron, killdeer, western gull, whimbrel, snowy egret, great egret, mallard, American 
crow, spotted sandpiper, willet, great-tailed grackle, greater yellowlegs, Anna’s hummingbird, marbled godwit, 
mourning dove, and unidentified sandpiper species. In general, shorebird species typical to the wetland habitat type 
present were the most commonly detected species during both baseline and festival survey efforts. 

4.3.2.2 Disturbances – Baseline 
A total of 16 disturbance events were observed at the East Berm restoration site during the baseline surveys. These 
resulted from human disturbance, noise, natural causes, and unknown causes.  

Human-related disturbance observations were the second most commonly recorded during the baseline survey 
period. In several instances, shorebirds flushed in response to human activity associated with the SONGS San 
Dieguito Lagoon restoration project driving a vehicle out onto the levee directly south of the monitoring location. 
Activities observed involved flying a drone over the wetland area to capture vegetative data. The drone resulted in 
several killdeer emitting an alarm call and the vehicle passing back and forth down the levee caused several different 
species of shorebirds to briefly flush. During an evening survey, the sprinkler system turned on in the adjacent upland 
restoration habitat and resulted in a short alarm call response from a nearby roosting mallard.  

Several natural caused disturbances were also noted and were commonly in response to interactions with other birds 
utilizing the wetland habitat. In one case, a red-tailed hawk flew over and caused several western gulls and willets to 
take flight.  

Disturbances categorized as unknown were the most commonly recorded and may have been attributed to visual 
barriers and typical territorial disputes and/or foraging interactions undetectable to the biologist. 

All noted disturbance responses were relatively short in duration and never exceeded more than 2 minutes. Birds 
generally returned to either their pre-disturbance behavior or a different “natural” behavior in a matter of seconds 
following the disturbance event. 
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4.3.2.3 Disturbances – Festival 
A total of 13 disturbance events were observed at the East Berm restoration site during the festival surveys. These 
resulted from noise and unknown causes. Only one disturbance event recorded at 1:14 p.m. on September 15 
corresponded with a significant increase in sound. Max sound levels jumped from 51.3 dB(A) to 77 dB(A) in the 2 
seconds leading up to the recorded disturbance event, indicating the birds may have been reacting to a change in 
noise level. The jump to 77dB(A) was higher than the 66 dB(A) threshold recommended in the 2012 Del Mar Noise 
Control Plan and was also higher than the recorded baseline measurements, which consistently fell between 52 and 
58 dB(A). In this case, cause of disturbance was changed to noise.  

Two disturbance events were confirmed as a result of point-source noise attributable to KAABOO. One of these 
resulted in a great blue heron flushing across the channel in response to a popping sound emitted from the festival 
immediately prior to a concert starting on the Grandview stage. The sound was unidentifiable and did not occur 
during a period of pyrotechnic displays. The second disturbance event was initially recorded as unknown as 
described above, but was found to correlate with a significant increase in sound level. No disturbance events 
resulting from point-source light attributable to the festival were observed during the survey efforts. 

As was observed at the SOL monitoring site, noise from a low-flying helicopter, repeatedly flying back and forth over 
the wetland area, occasionally flushed groups of birds that had either been foraging or roosting but was not directly 
associated or sanctioned by the 22nd DAA or KAABOO. Although this occurred on a different day, it’s likely the 
helicopter was associated with the same helicopter activity observed at SOL. 

Disturbances categorized as unknown were the most commonly recorded. After careful comparison, only one 
recorded disturbance event in question aligned with a change in noise level as described above; the remainder of the 
events remained defined as unknown. 

Similar to the baseline surveys, all noted disturbance responses were relatively short in duration and never exceeded 
more than 10 seconds. Birds typically returned to either their pre-disturbance behavior or a different “natural” 
behavior in a matter of seconds following the disturbance event. 

4.3.3 Stevens Creek Site 
The Stevens Creek site provided the fewest opportunities for data collection during both the festival survey and 
baseline survey days due to the lack of avian species detected on-site. The narrow strip of habitat wedged between 
the railroad right-of-way to the west and the DMF parking to the east may be a contributing factor to the low avian 
numbers, as well as the developed nature of the site that likely limits suitability of this area to support wildlife. In 
addition, the mouth of Stevens Creek crosses through the Del Mar dog beach and is heavily used by beach-goers 
and dog walkers who often walk up the creek to explore the nearby sandbar located on the west side of the railroad. 
The monitoring site was located adjacent to a nearby service road, which afforded an overlook viewpoint to the creek 
and sandbar to the west. Stevens Creek was the closest to light and noise sources from the 3-day KAABOO festival; 
the center of Sunset Cliffs stage was less than 250 feet east of the representative monitoring location and vehicular 
traffic (automobiles, golf carts, and all-terrain vehicles) was frequent on the nearby service road. Other monitoring 
locations in the surrounding Stevens Creek area were considered in an effort to improve surveyor’s visibility across 
the landscape; however, the monitoring location used during the 2018 survey effort was deemed the most suitable 
due in part due to its proximity to festival activities and used once again. 

4.3.3.1 General Observations 
No federally or state-listed threatened or endangered wildlife species were observed during survey periods at 
Stevens Creek. Three CDFW WL species were detected during baseline and festival surveys: California gull (Larus 
californicus), double crested cormorant, and osprey. A CDFW FP species, California brown pelican (Pelecanus 
occidentalis californicus), was also detected flying over Stevens Creek during a festival survey. 

Non-special status wildlife species observed within the survey area include ring-billed gull (Larus delawarensis), 
black-bellied plover (Pluvialis squatarola), black phoebe (Sayornis nigricans), bushtit (Psaltriparus minimus), barn 
swallow (Hirundo rustica), western gull, European starling, rock pigeon, mallard, great-tailed grackle, spotted 
sandpiper, great blue heron, great egret, American crow, willet, red-tailed hawk, marbled godwit, snowy egret, 
common yellowthroat, semipalmated plover, whimbrel, black-crowned night-heron, and killdeer. Avian species 
observed at Stevens Creek were more variable in type and included some shorebirds as well as passerines 
commonly associated with developed and urban areas. 
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4.3.3.2 Disturbances – Baseline 
Five disturbance events were observed at the Stevens Creek site during the baseline surveys. These five disturbance 
events resulted from human disturbance and unknown causes.  

One human disturbance event was recorded in which a pedestrian walked beneath the railroad right-of-way and 
briefly flushed three roosting semipalmated plovers.  

Disturbances categorized as unknown were the most commonly recorded and may have been attributed to visual 
barriers and typical territorial disputes and/or foraging interactions undetectable to the biologist.  

All noted disturbance responses were relatively short in duration and never exceeded more than 10 seconds. Birds 
generally returned to either their pre-disturbance behavior or a different “natural” behavior in a matter of seconds 
following the disturbance event. 

4.3.3.3 Disturbances – Festival 
Nine disturbance events were observed during the festival surveys at the Stevens Creek site. These disturbances 
resulted from human disturbance, noise, natural causes, and unknown causes.  

Three disturbance events were confirmed as a result of point-source noise attributable to KAABOO. During an 
evening survey, a roosting great blue heron was flushed from the channel interior as a golf cart drove by on the 
adjacent service road used by KAABOO employees and performers. A minor disturbance event was recorded during 
an evening survey resulting from the start of a concert on the adjacent Sunset Cliffs stage. No pyrotechnic displays 
were in progress. A drone being flown up and over the festival grounds near the Sunset Cliffs stage during an evening 
survey resulted in a flock of 15 roosting birds, including western gulls and California brown pelicans, flushing from the 
sandbar on the west side of the railroad tracks. No disturbances resulting from point-source light attributable to the 
festival were observed.  

Human disturbance events were observed several times during a daytime festival survey; however, neither of these 
events was directly associated with the festival itself. In both situations, people with dogs unassociated with KAABOO 
were observed walking out on the sandbar across from the monitoring location, which in turn caused birds to flush 
from the surrounding area. Although it can be assumed the KAABOO acoustics from the Sunset Cliffs stage were 
somewhat audible from the sandbar, the pedestrians walking out during the festival did not loiter or appear to have 
any intent to linger and listen. On several occasions, a red-tailed hawk flying over the site caused foraging birds to 
briefly flush before resuming previous behaviors.  

Disturbances categorized as unknown were the most commonly recorded. After careful comparison, none of the 
recorded disturbance events in question aligned with a change in noise or light level; therefore, the cause of 
disturbance remained defined as unknown. 

Similar to the baseline surveys, all of the noted disturbance responses were relatively short in duration and never 
exceeded more than 20 seconds. Birds generally returned to either their pre-disturbance behavior or a different 
“natural” behavior in a matter of seconds following the disturbance event. 

5. Conclusions 
The DMF hosts major outdoor concerts and similar events regularly throughout the year; many provide live 
entertainment comparable to the KAABOO music and arts festival. Both the Fair and Races offer evening concerts 
that run relatively consistently throughout the summer months and result in similar noise and light levels. The stage 
constructed for the concerts offered during the Races is located in roughly the same location and position as the 
Sunset Cliffs stage associated with KAABOO. Because of the apparent consistency in which the DMF operates, it 
can reasonably be assumed that avian species utilizing the surrounding wetland habitat are less reactive to noise and 
light effects than individuals accustomed to more isolated wetland settings. Given the physical nature and geographic 
location of the DMF, baseline noise and light levels within the adjacent wetland habitat are already high due to the 
proximity of frequent roadway vehicle traffic, daily railway operations, and pedestrian traffic. Many of the surrounding 
roads currently emit permanent artificial illumination adjacent to the wetland habitat as well as certain light fixtures 
within the DMF grounds. The high noise and light levels in the area indicate that wildlife species utilizing the 
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surrounding wetland habitat are already exposed to regular anthropogenic disturbances on a daily basis throughout 
much of the year. Previous research has found that decreased responsiveness in avian species after repeated, or 
consistent, disturbance patterns is frequently observed and usually attributed to habituation (Larkin 1996), as would 
likely be the case for many species utilizing the wetland habitat surrounding the DMF.  

5.1 Noise 
Noise events, as described in Section 1.2.1, can be detrimental to avian behavior patterns and natural cycles. 
Extensive research has found that communication and breeding habits are often adversely affected by noise impacts 
(Ortega 2012). Festival concert performances were distinctly audible at all three monitoring sites, and, as the data 
plots suggest, performances typically elevated the ambient noise level an observable amount above non-concert time 
periods. Concert performance noise levels measured at Stevens Creek exhibited the highest recorded noise levels of 
all three monitored sites due to its proximity to the Sunset Cliffs stage; this site had the least avian activity during both 
the baseline and festival survey days due to lack of highly suitable habitat for foraging and/or roosting, regardless of 
festival activities. Additionally, this site also borders and crosses beneath the LOSSAN rail corridor (see Figure 21), 
which regularly contributes approximately 48 acute noise events (train pass-bys) every day that exceed 1-minute 
average levels between 70 and 81 dB(A) at the monitoring site. 

 

Figure 26 – Freight rail line (e.g., BNSF) passing the Stevens Creek SPL monitoring position  

 

In an apparent effort to minimize sound emanating southwest and west of the Sunset Cliffs stage, the festival 
organizers (or their contractors) installed large acoustic blankets that enclosed the entire western and southwestern 
sides of the stage structure—as shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27 – Sample view of Sunset Cliffs stage, featuring acoustical blankets draping down the rear and sides 

 

 As was defined in the 2012 Del Mar Noise Control Plan described in Section 1.2.1, a threshold level of 66 dB(A) in 
wetland areas surrounding the DMF is considered appropriate to detect most intentional disturbances whilst 
preventing false detection of variation in background noise levels or other incidental noise such as gusts of wind. 
Baseline sound data collected during this year’s survey effort suggested average ambient noise levels ranging from 
52 dB(A) to 61 dB(A) across all three monitoring locations; therefore, indicating that average baseline levels generally 
fall below the recommended 66 dB(A). Festival average noise data across all three monitoring locations showed a 
range of sound from 52 dB(A) to 74 dB(A), signifying that festival activities do in fact alter sound levels within the 
wetland areas and occasionally increase levels above the recommended threshold. The below table provides noise 
averages throughout all three monitoring sites during baseline and festival surveys. 
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Table 4. Baseline and Festival Noise Averages 

  Friday  
(9/7 & 9/14) 

Saturday  
(9/8 & 9/15) 

Sunday  
(9/9 & 9/16) 

Monitoring 
Location Time Period 

Baseline 
Sound 

Pressure 
Level  

(Leq, dBA) 

Festival 
Sound 

Pressure 
Level  

(Leq, dBA) 

Baseline 
Sound 

Pressure 
Level  

(Leq, dBA) 

Festival 
Sound 

Pressure 
Level 

(Leq, dBA) 

Baseline 
Sound 

Pressure 
Level  

(Leq, dBA) 

Festival 
Sound 

Pressure 
Level  

(Leq, dBA) 

SOL 

Daytime  
(11 a.m. – 7 p.m.) 52 61 56 63 n/a n/a 

Evening  
(7 p.m. – 10 p.m.) 52 64 54 63 n/a n/a 

Night  
(10 p.m. – 11 p.m.) 52 59 52 59 n/a n/a 

East Berm 

Daytime  
(11 a.m. – 7 p.m.) 58 58 52 60 n/a n/a 

Evening  
(7 p.m. – 10 p.m.) 55 60 52 59 n/a n/a 

Night  
(10 p.m. – 11 p.m.) 53 59 53 60 n/a n/a 

Stevens 
Creek 

Daytime  
(11 a.m. – 7 p.m.) 60 70 60 72 n/a n/a 

Evening  
(7 p.m. – 10 p.m.) 61 74 471 732 58 73 

Night  
(10 p.m. - 11 p.m.) 61 66 461 662 n/a n/a 

n/a = not applicable 
1 Low baseline levels at Stevens Creek due to train corridor shutdown on Saturday, September 8 
2 During the festival survey date of September 15, 28 train pass-bys occurred.  
 

Of a total of 42 disturbance events observed across all monitoring locations during the festival, five recorded events 
were correlated to point-source noise attributable to KAABOO. The average duration of disturbed behavior exhibited 
as a result of each of the five recorded events attributable to the festival was approximately 9 seconds during 
elevated noise levels. None of the coinciding pyrotechnic events at any of the stages appeared to result in any type of 
noise-related disturbance during the monitoring effort. Although only five disturbance events linked to noise 
attributable to KAABOO were identified, the increase in average noise level over the lagoon during operation of the 
festival does have the potential to alter necessary biological activities such as communication and predator defense 
for avian species present within the wetland area. To reduce potential adverse noise effects associated with the 
festival, speakers should continue to be pointed away from the wetland areas and acoustic blankets and other sound 
best management practices (BMPs) should continue to be implemented around the stages and perimeter of the 
venue moving forward. In addition, drone use should be limited, if not avoided, in areas adjacent to the wetlands so 
that birds are not negatively impacted by drone activity. Compared to the other two monitoring locations, Stevens 
Creek had one additional disturbance event most likely resulting from the close proximity of nearby festival activities; 
therefore, additional BMPs as necessary should be set in place at this specific location.  

Sound averages at both the SOL and East Berm monitoring locations did not exceed the recommended 66 dB(A) 
threshold during festival activities. Stevens Creek exceeded the 66 dB(A) threshold on two occasions and recorded 
averages between 70 dB(A) and 74 dB(A) on all 3 days of the festival; however, these averages still fall within the 
range of elevated noise levels resulting from train traffic, previously recorded at 70 and 81 dB(A). In areas such as 
Stevens Creek where periodic noise levels occasionally exceed 66 dB(A) due to the nearby train tracks, increases 
due to festival noise were not considered to have a significant effect due to the pre-existing noise conditions at that 
portion of the survey area. Although Stevens Creek generally supports low avian activity and is exposed to elevated 
noise levels on a regular basis, KAABOO should continue to minimize and/or prevent prolonged exposure to these 
levels so as not to have a potential negative effect on avian species utilizing the wetland area. Following careful data 
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analysis, it is concluded that festival-related noise has minimal negative impacts on the avian species utilizing the 
surrounding wetland habitat. 

It is noted that observed aircraft displaying advertising messages traveled over the wetland area during the majority 
of daytime hours of the festival, which presented a clear acoustical contribution to the auditory environment during the 
festival time period. Aircraft observed flying back and forth over the wetland areas during surveys were not associated 
with the festival nor were sanctioned or approved by the 22nd DAA or KAABOO; however, prohibiting them from 
flying over the wetland areas was not feasible. Although the aircraft were not directly affiliated with the festival, their 
presence appeared to be in response to KAABOO given the nature of their flight patterns and repeated circling of the 
festival and surrounding wetland areas. It is assumed that businesses are taking advantage of the festival in order to 
advertise to the large crowds on-site. 

5.2 Light 
Much of the published research on anthropogenic illumination has concluded that excessive light levels can indeed 
result in negative effects on shorebirds as previously described in Section 1.2.2. Effects include disruptions to 
biological activities, disorientation, structural-related mortality due to said disorientation, and an increase in predation 
levels. An increase in foraging time was not observed by the biologists during the monitoring period as is sometimes 
an effect of increased nighttime illumination; in general, birds were mostly observed roosting during periods when that 
behavior is considered appropriate. The nature of the light sources created during the festival were mostly long-term 
periods of illumination resulting from temporary, portable light structures placed within the parking areas and adjacent 
to sidewalks and roads to increase pedestrian and driver visibility. These temporary light structures resulted in 
additional illumination across the East Berm and SOL restoration areas as described in Sections 4.2.1, and 4.2.2. 
However, there were also short-term periods of illumination associated with laser light effects emanating from within 
the festival and periodically shining across both the SOL and East Berm restoration areas. No visible disturbance 
events were observed as a result of the laser displays but the biologists were able to see a definite visible increase in 
light throughout the wetland areas as the lasers moved across the marsh. 

As described in Section 1.2.2, the surrounding wetland areas adjacent to KAABOO fall within the LZ-1 zone and have 
a recommended ambient lighting threshold of 1 lux. Average recorded light levels during baseline surveys fell at or 
below the recommended 1 lux at both the SOL and East Berm monitoring locations. Stevens Creek was slightly 
higher and averaged 1.1 lux on 2 separate days and is likely due to several permanent light structures in place 
adjacent to the habitat. Festival averages increased to a max level of 8.2 lux at SOL, 4.2 lux at East Berm, and 8.3 
lux at Stevens Creek. These significant increases resulted in spillover, light trespass, and glare that all have the 
potential to negatively affect wetland-dependent avian species in the surrounding habitat. The below table provides 
light averages throughout all three monitoring sites during baseline and festival surveys.  

Table 5. Baseline and Festival Light Averages 

  Friday (9/7 & 9/14) Saturday (9/8 & 9/15) Sunday (9/9 & 9/16) 

Monitoring 
Location Time Period 

Baseline 
Illuminance 

(lux) 

Festival 
Illuminance 

(lux) 

Baseline 
Illuminance 

(lux) 

Festival 
Illuminance 

(lux) 

Baseline 
Illuminance 

(lux) 

Festival 
Illuminance 

(lux) 

SOL Night 
(7 p.m. – 11 p.m.) 0.2 0.3 1.0 8.2 n/a n/a 

East Berm Night 
(7 p.m. – 11 p.m.) 0 4.2 0 0 n/a n/a 

Stevens 
Creek 

Night 
(7 p.m. – 11 p.m.) 1.1 1.6 1.0 6.8 1.1 8.3 

n/a = not applicable 
 

Of a total of 42 disturbance events observed across all monitoring locations during the festival, only one recorded 
event resulting from spotlights from the Grandview stage could be confidently linked to point-source light attributable 
to KAABOO. This event did not result in a long-term display of disturbed behavior (the avian response lasted 2 
seconds) or prolonged exposure to elevated light levels. None of the coinciding pyrotechnic events at any of the 
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stages appeared to result in any type of light-related disturbance during the monitoring effort. To reduce potential 
adverse effects associated with the festival, lighting should be reduced or extinguished in locations closest to the 
wetland areas following the end of each festival day and reduction in festival activity (IES & IDA 2011). To reduce the 
effects of light trespass, sky glow, and glare from temporary lighting structures set in place during the festival, it is 
recommended that lights and lasers be pointed away and in a downward direction from the wetland area to the 
greatest extent possible and shields be implemented on light fixtures to deflect (to the extent practical and limited by 
diffraction effects) potential spillover away from the restored habitat.  

Although the increase in average light level and visual illumination over the lagoon as described above during 
operation of the festival does have the potential to alter the timing of necessary biological activities in avian species 
present within the wetland area, only one disturbance event linked to light attributable to KABBOO was identified. All 
other disturbances noted as possible reactions to the festival or categorized as unknowns do not correlate with any 
significant fluctuations in the collected light data, indicating there was little effect on avian species utilizing any of the 
adjacent wetland areas. Because the festival is temporary and there are already numerous permanent light structures 
in place resulting in nighttime illumination, the effects of KAABOO-sourced light pollution on avian species are 
expected to be minimal as was observed during the monitoring period.  

6. General Conclusions 
When comparing the baseline data to the festival day data, there were more disturbance events recorded during 
baseline surveys than festival surveys at both the SOL and East Berm restoration areas; indicating that the festival 
activities result in a generally comparable level of disturbance to everyday baseline activity in this highly urbanized 
environment. Stevens Creek was the only monitoring location with slightly higher disturbance events during festival 
surveys than during baseline surveys; however, given that this monitoring location is significantly closer to festival 
activities than the other two monitoring locations, the number of disturbance events observed was still relatively low 
and responses were minor. As described above, it can be assumed that disturbance events at Stevens Creek are 
considered less impactful due to the already high noise levels resulting from the adjacent train activity resulting in 
periodic sound levels between 70 and 81 dB(A) on a semi-regular basis. In addition, after comparing both the 
baseline and festival data, there was no substantial difference in avian behavior, avian numbers, or type of species 
recorded when comparing baseline and festival data; indicating avian activity remains relatively uniform regardless of 
changes at the DMF. In several cases throughout the surveys as previously discussed in Section 4.3.1.3, birds 
including mourning dove and western gull actually appeared to seek out the wetland areas as refuge from festival 
activities, indicating that the conditions within the wetlands were still suitable and offered some protection from 
festival activities. In conclusion, due to the few disturbances detected that could be directly correlated with noise or 
light sources attributable to KAABOO, it is concluded that the 3-day music festival in 2018 had minimal negative 
impacts on the avian species utilizing the surrounding wetland habitat. 
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8. Statement of Limitations 
This technical report is for the sole use and benefit of the 22nd DAA and its authorized representatives. The scope of 
services performed in execution of this effort may not be appropriate to satisfy the needs of other users, and any use 
or reuse of this document or the findings, conclusions, or recommendations presented herein is at the sole risk of 
said user. No expressed or implied representation or warranty is included or intended in this document except that the 
work was performed with the customary thoroughness and competence of professionals working in the same area on 
similar projects. 
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Appendix A – Glossary of Terms 
This appendix lists definitions of acoustical and light level metrics that are used throughout this study document. 

• Noise – Whether something is perceived as a noise event is influenced by the type of sound, the perceived 
importance of the sound, and its appropriateness in the setting, the time of day and the type of activity 
during which the noise occurs and the sensitivity of the listener. Local jurisdictions may have legal definitions 
on what constitutes “noise” and such environmental parameters to consider. 

• Sound – For purposes of this analysis, is a physical phenomenon generated by vibrations that result in 
waves that travel through a medium, such as air, and result in auditory perception by the human brain. 

• Frequency – Sound frequency is measured in Hertz (Hz), which is a measure of how many times each 
second the crest of a sound pressure wave passes a fixed point. For example, when a drummer beats a 
drum, the skin of the drum vibrates a number of times per second. When the drum skin vibrates 100 times 
per second it generates a sound pressure wave that is oscillating at 100 Hz, and this pressure oscillation is 
perceived by the ear/brain as a tonal pitch of 100 Hz. Sound frequencies between 20 and 20,000 Hz are 
within the range of sensitivity of the best human ear. 

• Amplitude or Level – Is measured in decibels (dB) using a logarithmic scale. A sound level of zero dB is 
approximately the threshold of human hearing and is barely audible under extremely quiet listening 
conditions. Normal speech has a sound level of approximately 60 dB. Sound levels above approximately 
110 dB begin to be felt inside the human ear as discomfort and eventually pain at 120 dB and higher levels. 
The minimum change in the sound level of individual events that an average human ear can detect is about 
one to two dB. A 3 to 5 dB change is readily perceived. A change in sound level of about 10 dB is usually 
perceived by the average person as a doubling (or if decreasing by 10 dB, halving) of the sound’s loudness. 

• Sound pressure – Sound level is usually expressed by reference to a known standard. This report refers to 
sound pressure level (SPL or Lp). In expressing sound pressure on a logarithmic scale, the sound pressure 
is compared to a reference value of 20 micropascals (µPa). SPL depends not only on the power of the 
source, but also on the distance from the source and on the acoustical characteristics of the space 
surrounding the source. 

• A-weighting – Sound from a tuning fork contains a single frequency (a pure tone), but most sounds one 
hears in the environment do not consist of a single frequency and instead are composed of a broad band of 
frequencies differing in sound level. The method commonly used to quantify environmental sounds consists 
of evaluating all frequencies of a sound according to a weighting system that reflects the typical frequency-
dependent sensitivity of average healthy human hearing. This is called “A-weighting,” and the decibel level 
measured is referred to as dBA. In practice, the level of a noise source is conveniently measured using a 
sound level meter that includes a filter corresponding to the dBA “curve” of decibel adjustment per octave 
band center frequency (OBCF) from a “flat” or unweighted SPL. 

• Equivalent sound level – Environmental noise levels vary continuously and include a mixture of noise from 
near and distant sources. A single descriptor, Leq, may be used to describe such sound that is changing in 
level from one moment to another. Leq is the energy-average sound level during a measured time interval. It 
is the “equivalent” constant sound level that would have to be produced by a single, steady source to equal 
the acoustic energy contained in the fluctuating sound level measured. 

• Maximum or minimum sound level (Lmax or Lmin) – These values are indicators that represent the root mean 
square (rms) maximum and minimum noise levels during a given monitoring interval. The Lmin value 
obtained for a particular monitoring location is often called the “noise floor.” 

• Percentile-exceeded statistical sound level (Ln) – The sound level exceeded a cumulative “n” percent of a 
specific time period. For instance, L50 is the sound level exceeded 50% of the time and is called the median 
sound level. L90 is the sound level exceeded 90% of the time and is usually an indicator of “steady-state” or 
background sound, while L10 is an indicator of intermittent loud sounds in an environment. 
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• Lux – is the SI derived unit of illuminance and luminous emittance, measuring luminous flux per unit area. It 
is equal to 1 lumen per square meter. The table below provides a comparison of typical illuminance levels.1 

 

  

                                                                                                                     
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lux 
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Appendix B – Photographs of Survey Data Collection Positions 
This appendix presents sample photographs of the instrument deployments at the indicated monitoring site. 

 

Photo 1 
 
Monitoring Site: 
South Overflow Lot 
 
Date Taken: 
September 8, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
Southeast 
 
Description: 
Monitoring station for 
AECOM biologist and 
tripod-mounted 
optical/infrared telescope 

 

Photo 2 
 
Monitoring Site: 
South Overflow Lot 
 
Date Taken: 
September 8, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
West 
 
Description: 
Monitoring station for 
AECOM biologist and 
tripod-mounted 
optical/infrared telescope 
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Photo 3 
 
Monitoring Site: 
East Berm 
 
Date Taken: 
September 15, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
West 
 
Description: 
Monitoring station for 
AECOM biologist and 
tripod-mounted 
optical/infrared telescope 

 

Photo 4 
 
Monitoring Site: 
East Berm 
 
Date Taken: 
September 15, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
Southeast 
 
Description: 
Monitoring station for 
AECOM biologist and 
tripod-mounted 
optical/infrared telescope 
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Photo 5 
 
Monitoring Site: 
Stevens Creek 
 
Date Taken: 
September 16, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
Northwest 
 
Description: 
Monitoring area for 
AECOM biologist.  
 

 

Photo 6 
 
Monitoring Site: 
Stevens Creek 
 
Date Taken: 
September 16, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
West 
 
Description: 
Monitoring area for 
AECOM biologist.  
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Monitoring Site: 
South Overflow Lot 
 
Date Taken: 
September 7, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
Southeast 
 
Description: 
Sound level meter and 
light meter deployment 
with South Overflow 
wetland area in 
background  

 

Monitoring Site: 
South Overflow Lot 
 
Date Taken: 
September 7, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
Northwest 
 
Description: 
Sound level meter and 
light meter deployment 
with Del Mar Fairgrounds 
and Jimmy Durante 
Boulevard in background.  
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Photo 7 
 
Monitoring Site: 
East Berm 
 
Date Taken: 
September 14, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
Southeast 
 
Description: 
Sound level meter and 
light meter deployment 
with East Berm wetland 
area in background. 

 

Photo 8 
 
Monitoring Site: 
East Berm 
 
Date Taken: 
September 15, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
North 
 
Description: 
Sound level meter and 
light meter deployment, 
facing toward Del Mar 
Fairgrounds.. 
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Photo 9 
 
Monitoring Site: 
Stevens Creek 
 
Date Taken: 
September 14, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
East 
 
Description: 
Sound level meter and 
light meter deployment 
(short-term) with the 
Sunset Cliffs stage in 
background. 

 

Photo 10 
 
Monitoring Site: 
Stevens Creek 
 
Date Taken: 
September 7, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
North 
 
Description: 
Sound level meter and 
light meter deployment 
with Stevens Creek in 
background. 
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Photo 11 
 
Monitoring Site: 
Stevens Creek 
 
Date Taken: 
September 16, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
Southeast 
 
Description: 
View of temporary light 
fixture (orb) installed after 
9/14.  

 

Photo 12 
 
Monitoring Site: 
Stevens Creek 
 
Date Taken: 
September 16, 2018 
 
Camera Facing: 
South 
 
Description: 
View from monitoring 
location of freight train 
passing by Stevens Creek 
on nearby trestles.  
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Appendix C – Noise/Light Field Data Sheets 
This appendix presents copies of the handwritten field notes from the AECOM staff in the field during the indicated 
survey periods. 
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FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: fusetirvJ..., \::.CV>..\t1)Q Project#: Date: q ll I ( R Page of 
Measurement Location : ·l.;t 1- ~ .'.lJ.V\ t;-e-+ r A v-rf .s 1.StaaQ...11 Analyst: 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration 0 Meteorological Data $DR 
Model#: Ub Model #: CCU 2 00 Model#: 2:"i-~ 4:fft/J; ~ 1me Obs/Meas: . 
Serial#: -Z\2J Serial#: \ ~'22A.I; Serial#: ~1 2.13~2'j \l · 00 
Weighting@ c I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 1.@ Precipitation: Yes (explain) I@ 
Response: ~Fast I lmpl Pre-Test l\G\· 0 l dBA Wind: 8 )! Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen :}reS) No (explain) Post-Test 1 IJ, fX dBA Avg Wind Speed/Dire~tion: ( . 9 mist '@ 
Topo@f rF!illY. ~· GPS Co.ordinates lat SLM location\# Temp (°F): J\ · (a f RH(%): q~ ( 

Terrain: Hard /''f/Jt} Mixed I Agg I Snov\ 02 .qq~~ .\· 1. 2Ji 10\ ~ Bar Psr (Hg): zq_q(o Cloud Cover(%): ltb 
Start Ti\ne Stop Time Metrics - Statistics 

Loe. ID 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leo Lmin Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 

Notes/Events 

'-{'1 lFOO 
. ' • 

Roadway Name/Dir. ~s 
Site Diagram: 

\ {oJrgrou:{lf> ~ Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) -___,_____ r~m· nq (Of-1- or 2- way 

Grade ~ - ~ 

Bus Stops 
'St* G-~ 

Stoplights 
IF n'-1- ere; 

Motorcycles ~tV(pOc{ 
Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks ~ m1 I I I I l I ((t1dvn1nH 1MaW ~ { l 1 
Buses -Count duration 

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? @ /No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

c~+ rvuh 011 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply):~ra~~ffi~/landscapi ng /rustling leaves/ch ildren playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/me~I 
Additional oles an etches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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Project Name: BCA .s eJ \VLa.- Ka.CA \o no Project#: Date: q (11\ <rl Page 
Measurement Location: ( t z. 1\ , <:::nf 11 Analyst: 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

of 

Model#: l~e\- Model#: CflJ 210 Model#: ~soo Time Obs/Meas: 
Serial#: UL! g{o Sehal #: p'2~ Serial#: -?,1J1.:S~ 7}/_ . u· .CA:; 
Weighting,~/ Fial Precipitation: Yes (explain) I ~d} Calibration Level (dB): 94/14 
Response: · lo I Fast I lmpl Pre-Test l \fd ()~ rA Wind: Steady I Gu'£ 
Windscreen ~LNo (explain) Post-Test \~ /f1t BA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: O. mis I @::) 

Tope: Fla~~ tJ GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp(°F):~ RH(%) : '84 -'1 
Terrain: Hard o Mixed I Agg I Snow ~Lf11 Jl1.l, I VV - \/.7..Qolo1~ Bar Psr (Hg): 7. . ltJ Cloud Cover(%) : lCO 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 Lso Lso 

/.+-7 ILQ() 
v 

Roadway Name/Dir. comQass Site Diagram: 

CD Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes J ,~ '"'\l""\.y /Jv~/I' 
Width (pave/row) - \ 1- or 2- way 

Grade " 
Bus Stops 

<3dl"\ Stoplights ~ 

Motorcycles ~ ---
I .. ~ 

Automobiles 
7 

Medium Trucks 

~ Heavy Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration \ 
~ -note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? e_) No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

+~\k,~ 
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraft/~~/rail ops/landscaping/rustl ing lea es/chi ldren playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing /insects/~ha31 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 

-
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Project Name: \Z.C\~(:)D 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

~~lW- Project #: Date: ~(1/18 Page of 
Measurement Location: l,;f!> ll <;. 0 Sf~ e K1Yl '1 An alyst: 

Sound Level Meter Field Cal ibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: L~t- Model#: cartU:> Model#: .~ ~O Time Obs/Meas: 

~Serial #: IA<-(¥,~ Serial #. 17 £.,l_p Serial #: 'Z0 ] :{a J__l( (\ '·Ck:> 
Weighting: I C I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 9~ Precipitation ~xplain ){fjii} 
Response n~ast I lmpl Pre-Test { 1£..t.'-1 dBA Wind· tea y I Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen : e . No (explain) Post-Test J I] s q / dBA Avg Wind Spe irection: J .1 mis I (ff:;:; 
Topo: Flat/~~ / GPS Coordinates (at SLM l~cat1on)# Temp (°F): BO . '2 °1- RH(%): {Jl(; C 

Terrain : Hard I ft Mixed I Agg I Snow ?.i7 m2J12& , \k/-\1 "1;2.Sffl q Bar Psr (Hg): ?()f f)lp Cloud Cover(%). \OD 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics 

, 
Statistics 

Loe. ID 
(hh:mm) (hh :mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 

Notes/Events 

ld~ l\•'f)/) 

Roadway Name/Dir. comQass Site Diagram : 

0 Speed (posUobs*) v\r-r -
~~rv1~~ 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 
~ 

1- or 2- way 

Grade Gl'l-YJ ·-- - - -- IJ -
Bus Stops 

Stoplights 0 
Motorcycles -- -- -- _;:::: - ~ ----:::- ::::=-; "'\ /'/,;;:Tft ·. Sb -

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks I. ,1,, / ~ 
L/ v, . I 

Heavy Trucks / 
-~ -V- ' , .7 / 

h 
~- ~? 

Buses -· ,.·· 

/~j!°~ :: - ,...,,.../ ----/ 

Count duration // / C: ~~~-~?-/ 
I# -note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? {!:jl No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircra~rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insect~ 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM AN CP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.3 rev081816 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: V'rA r1 VJ On VJ (Jl\p,(j ~ Project#: Date: t.tl 1( t8 
Measurement Location: b ft1- )(Cc Ail'\ ~ l-· r1AN ~....,...1,---Analyst: .. T-<. 

Page 

Sound Level Meter -, Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: t6?» Model #: ©./ l--"20 Model #: &:>VO 
Serial#: I lo ~S:- Serial#: {2V(f? Serial#: ·w-i3qz~ 

WeightindJ I C I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 I~ Precipitation : Yes (explain)$:::> 

of ____ __,. 

Time Obs/Meas: 

~ 
13~q.r 

Response:~/ Fast /lmpl Pre-Test 1 lij dBA Wind~/ Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen :f;lJNo (explain) Post-Test U 't;, .Cf dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction : ~ ... ~ mis 1@:) 
Topo: ~ Hili.x.,.., GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): 'J le-( RH(%): ~l-1 

Terrain: Hard /{o1 / Mixed / Agg / Snow t\132.91<:"1<.S- vJ---\\7.2~k1J2 BarPsr(Hg)::zc,\.Ci7 CloudCover(%):_..,....\ +--=i{Y')~--1 
L ID Start Time Stop Time Metrics " Statistics 

oc. (hh :mm) (hh:mm) Lea Lmin Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 
Notes/Events 

7'1:1. -.1K00 
v 

I~ 

Roadway Name/Dir. 

Speed (post/obs*) 

compass 

0 
L~:.Y Site Dielaram: 
~ .,r-v- I 

Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) 

1-or2-way f '- I' 

Grade 

Bus Stops 

Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses ------~ 
Count duration 

I# -note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

Additional Notes/Comments: 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.3 rev081816 

Photos Taken? @ I No 
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MONITORING 

Project Name: 
Measurement Location: 7Tl 

Sound Level Meter 

Model#: 

Serial#: 

Weighting: A I CI Flat 

Response: Slow I Fast I lmpl 

Windscreen : Yes I No (explain) 

Topo: Flat I Hilly 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project#: Date: 9L7L~t£ Page 

co"'-h"'vetA Analyst: Tl{ 
Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: Model#: 

Serial#: Serial#: 

Calibration Level (dB): 94 I 114 Precipitation: Yes (explain) I No 

Pre-Test dBA Wind : St~ady I Gusty I cQ 
Post-Test dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: 1-1 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

mis I MPH 

GPS Coordinates (at SLM locationt Temp (°F): ] J RH(%): f ~ 
Terrain: Hard I Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow Bar Psr (Hg): 2. 9. Yi 7 Cloud Cover(%): Cl!l 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) 

(5T \ ll.tL.,t Oil\\~ ~+-- II\ LVi, l.u vi~ ,. ,.j (;.::.. UIWLvt 

1'1\'\u -\-l,..1" IC(Jlf + r q,., "' 
v I 

IV\t.tf'l ~6\1 ' (,,1!11'\--6/ 
I 

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD83 Photos Taken? Yes I No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraft• roadway traffic• rail ops• landscaping • rustling leaves • children playing • dogs barking/birds ·vocalizing/insects/mechanical 
Additional Notes on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form - Monitoring, Vers. 1.1, 2018 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: I< {jf)tl&YJ ·~ (Y{Q_ 

Measurement Location : cSl-2 \\(f) f !' 
Project#: ·Date: q 111 l B Page of -----

Analyst: JV\ 0t..fc.<1) c..."'A J"'v/Ct;0 /7 

Sound Level Meter 

'Model #: <() W 
. ('-:.:7 " J . _L 

. A erial#: ,_"Y?",. ....,...:' 
WeightinrJ.;/t CI Flat [~ S...) 

Response:@Aast /Imp\ . 

WindscreenPes.}No (explain) 

Topo: d1a~1 H i l~ 
Terrain: 'Flard (soft) Mixed I Agg I Snow 

Field Calibration 

Model #: (CU 2,(ID 
Serial# \~ 

Calibration Level (dB): 941. 4' 
Pre-Test {I 4 dBA 

Post-Test \ \ '6 . L-f dBA 

GPS Coordinates (at SLM locationt 
N 'J'Z,.;q1 140 \\J\t-\n ,-zJ.aDl~ 

L ID Start~ Stop Time 1---~~M_et_ric_s~----+---,..-S_ta_tis_ti_cs-r------i 
oc. (hh :mm) (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 

. 

-:2-o : I.{, 

compass 

0 
Roadway Name/Dir. 

Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 

Grade 

Bus Stops 

Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration 

Meteorological Data 

Model #: 3 5Cr? Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial #: ZQJ gg?.. l/ \ ~ '. C6 
Precipitation : Yes (explain) I No 

Wind : Steady I Gusty I Calm 

Avg Wind Speed/Direction : 3 ~Lj" mis~ 
Temp (°F): l~- ~ RH(%): ~$.fl!; 

Bar Psr (Hg): -; qq?:> c!oud Cover(%): ltO 

Notes/Events 

I , · / 1. 1 () r k1A r J, (Ii 11., ... .,, ) qo.A.
1 

/ f'roh-,. I 'r vd 
i: ').. ? . 1t11 /e>t-i f . h.(l~ 1,1 
J. '?- If • 0 hie./f ot I C 1111 r)1 , l f'ro""' ,fycJ tJ K. 
; '. ?. 7 .if< f'>1 yJ.) I t}fw(J le/JI\ 1 

/ 1 I 

Site Diagram: 

1# -.no!ernordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? ff es~ ~ 'I 
Add1t1onal Notes/Comments: '/e?' 'J e,,, J cu y j,/(jW )1,, ~ eJ,_ ~-<._. ~ .~ 

. /111 fvl1 Vt J11yli_j )j'J/hft_/.;; r5 -, 
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant a ircr~rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/ch ildren playing/dogs barkin~insects/mechanica l 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers . 1.3 rev081816 
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Project Name: tf:tfl \oon 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

~IA rPliVl 0 _/ Project#: Date: tl//7 // f6 Page of 
Measurement Location: Sf-~ r n~°'r'~ RerYYPI Analyst: 

I t 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~io Model#:~ Model#: 3S'C:>D Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: ,lnC~ Serial#: Serial#: ?i"Y14=1'2~ jLfO':J 

i Weighting Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 I 14 Precipitation: Yes (explain) ~ 
Response Fast I lmpl Pre-Test ~)Y dBA Wind~ I Gusty I Calm 

Windscre No (explain) Post-Test l\S,q dBA Avg Wind Sp e irection: -5 .~ mis I MPH 

Top~~~lly GPS Coordinates lat SLM location)# Temp (°F): '1f .. ~ RH(%) : --1!>:'1 
Terrain: · ard !. Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow 3Z·'1-12~~1 , \I\\-\ ~:Z~7 >:-&r Psr (Hg): Z· °tll Cloud Cover(%): 

S'trrITime Stop Time Metrics Statistics 
Notes/Events Loe. ID 

(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 Lso Lso 
tt' .l, 1.IJ·.zt 14'· ~ ,'., \ \""() 1Vl \ V"r0 flOl 1'Y'lA-P-fJ..l' ( / . 

l C\ · -'2-'L- Vl.{U i'r010 tc-1--. ·tir ~ \I-Pl 
\L.1', w \? i vcl \ h /\ \ .A!J, n,eii 
IN\P 01'\in (OA. \ (/\Di .d> }.f /fi!p I ,, ,p 
r Lr ·?~ b\ x-o V" 'V fl 

\L{· 1,-, lC:I Vf-AI\, v 

I Vf ' · "D ""- r! ...-f?A/¥- I 111-
I \ t,...\: 4 {) f\ o fA \fl .>. .,.:-\\'\ A. ()\C.. 
t "i,.\: 3 4 '\Vrt \(-{A\---

'-" 

Roadway Name/Dir. comQass Site Diagram: 

0 ~ QQ\ fV\~r Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes S: T 
Width (pave/row) @ 

1- or 2- way 

Grade '1_ v )(:: )< x )( Bus Stops ?"- A:; 
Stoplights er 

Motorcycles @ Automobiles 
, /' 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks \ / 

Buses 
16 Count duration 

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • · Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? ~I No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

ftrlll·Pt-
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircr~clrail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insec~ 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: K~~oo Project#: Date: q l~ l 1 cg Page of 
Measurement Location: LT.1. Analyst: ZS:- ~Mo.~\. \DJ-~ 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~ Model#: CAL'l.cO Model #: \4eo ~ '$500 Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: 25"2~ Serial#: \1.1...'2..Co Serial #: ?rO-;<. Cf?'-\ ~·,.45 
Weighting: A IC (£Jifj Calibration Level (dB): 94/filD Precipitation: Yes (explain) 0 

Response(Slo~f Fast I Imp! Pre-Test [i c./.Ol dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty /~ 
Windscreen~ No (explain) Post-Test ut..l .. oD dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: 0.CJ mis I~ 
Topo:~illy GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): -;:+.()'' RH(%): 'l) ~ , '-\ 

Terrain: Hard Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow Bar Psr (Hg): ·/~ .1> "O Cloud Cover (%):1 ~() 
>;)ldl I Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Loe. ID Time (hh: Notes/Events 
mm\ 

(hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 

C\1. I (~<10 
23·,oo 

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass Site Diagram: 

() Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 

1-or 2-wav 

Grade 

Bus Stops 

Stooliqhts 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
# - note coordinate system ~other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

J__ 
Photos Taken?~/ No 

Additional Notes/Comments: Oc:i ~ ~ Gui\~ s~t ~~<SJ\ ~ 
tp~~ ~~(_~<b'tr~ ~~J 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircra€ dway traff@rail opsRandscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barkin~~nsect~inechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: K.oJ.loea Project#: Date: 'S ( 8 l t "() Page of 
Measurement Location: C-\ z... Analyst: ~. ~ '""t. tfll\J 

Sound L!ilvel Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: LX:-\ Model#: CAL.2..00 Model#: ~e"btrJ, ~eo Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: 4~f?h Serial#: \ 'l..'ZL' Serial#: 2,0~:'":fl(_.'-\ q: lC\ 
Weighting: A I C JlElaP Calibration Level {dB): 94tlrrJ Precipitation: Yes {explain) @ 
Response:~ Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test J IL\,00 dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty @ 

Windscreen ?Ye;iJ No (explain) Post-Test t C 3, 0\ dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: {). b ~ m/s t@> 
Topo: (fii7 ~~ GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp {°F): -::i--z_.o RH{%) : <g3_4 

Terrain: Hard h Soft) Mixed I Agg I Snow Bar Psr (Hg): 2.. C\, 33 Cloud Cover(%): ( r.r-. 
<>lCllL Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Loe. ID Time {hh: Notes/Events 
mm\ {hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 

t\?, l,\'\00 
03~00 

Roadway Name/Dir. com~ass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) . 

Number of Lanes 

Width (oave/row) 

1- or 2-way 

Grade 

Bus Stoos 

Stooliahts 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavv Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration (" ' # - note coordinate system ~other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken~ No 
Additional Notes/Comments: Q vvJ. ~ ~ - 4:.J ~ .w,v-\- ~ C) ~ ~\~ 

a-~ 
-

Noise Sources (circle all that apply)( distant aircraflroadway traffic/)ail opsnandscaping/rustling leaves/children playin9(.dogs barkin~irds vocalizingj nsectSl}iechaniCai] 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet( SJ -

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: ~~Loo Project#: Date: q I 8Ll 5 Page of 
Measurement Location: L\~ Analyst: "C). O.a J ... ,,_,, i \. LOdL~ 

Sound Level Meter Field CS!libration Meteorological Data 

Model #: {,.'/.\ Model #: CALL.OD Model#: ~W 25uo Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: y u~f) Serial#: 1-Z.:z.:z .. G, Serial #: ~zvr-~z.L{ q ;-so 
Weighting0_ IC (.Bill Calibration Level (dB): 941 @ Precipitation: Yes (explain) /~ 
Response:~ Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test (IL.\.() \ dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty ~ 
Windscreen W9S7J No (exolain) Post-Test I\ 3 . et dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: Q .b \,,:) mis /~ 
Topo:~ Hilly GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): ·7 '£, L\ RH(%) : "i5L 

Terrain: fFrardv Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow 37... C\+2-58 Q / - f/1-;'2..S6 2.2.0 
Bar Psr (Hg): 2<1. ~ '3 Cloud Cover(%): ~ 

.;)ldll Stop Time Metrics Statistics 
Loe. ID Time (hh: (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 

Notes/Events 
mm\ 

t~ ~1,'100 

'7 '2....' 6'0 

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass Site Diagram: 

() Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width loave/row) -

1- or 2- way 

Grade 

Bus Stops 

Stopliahts 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • • Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

f-5 ~<_, Photos Taken? ®No 
Additional Notes/Comments: '[)ot'VtJI ~ \l\.,b \.~ .soXa.. '\ ;:> -b ~E. 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply), distant aircraftJ?aClWay trafficifail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/childr~n playing/dogs barkin~ds vocalizi~nsects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Ve rs. 1.4 rev010918 
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/ 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: l.Z~o Project#: Date: 1LSf18 Page of 
Measurement Location: S""'\~ Analyst:f: lDo\~ '0', \.lin l_. l 

~ound Lev!ill Meter Fi!illd Qalibration MeteorolQgical Qata 

Model#: CT ~ Model#: C'A-c.;z QO Model#: f<.t.0\-iJ 3560 Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: 1s:i~ Serial #: t ?..2_7._b Serial #: 2..D-::,. ?:fl?,_G~ \q~66 

Weighting: A IC tlEifil] Calibration Level (dB): 94/~ Precipitation: Yes (explain@ 

Response:{§lowJ Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test 11~ -q dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty I~ 
WindscreenTY0sY No (explain) Post-Test dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: tO ·°' lA) m/s ~ 
Topo:~illy GPS Coordinates (at SLM locsition)# Temp (°F): ff)f ~, 5"' RH(%): C10 

Terrain: Hard Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow 3? ,<1 -::+ f)'2 b - l\-:\ $-:}\)0° Bar Psr (Hg): 0a ,+q Cloud Cover(%): LOO 
~ldll Stop Time Metrics 

. 
Statistics 

Loe. ID Time (hh: (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 
Notes/Events 

-.m\ 

:;--r1 '2.D'.Do 
20; 11{ Mo~ r<.A rSlt. j 

?o'.~5 CV'I • • (.' ,\~ 
- '\ PA(l..8 1 -<!:) rn.r<>L 

'Jn-;-\-+- /"l,o\~ (JA.r-l 
2tr.3b 1;, l>V~ """" l -roeJ. C,;.. ~ I av 
~4-~ E 0 ,, Cf 5 i'l'&·-1 
0 I · l'\U { ')' ""~./ 
2 \ ;n'i (\'\,_~\/"' ( [E')~M,.. ~l"tv N 

L.\« Sli\ ~c~\-1 (';:;;? Or .. AA\~ 
I '\ '-...) 

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass Site Diagram: 

~A Speed (post/obs*) v Number of Lanes 
s¥dv~ Width (pave/row) lo~ 

1- or 2-way ref\£\~ 
Grade 

Bus Stops )< ")(- ¢~ )( x: 
Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Ll b £~ It> 0 

Medium Trucks (J 
Heavy Trucks )( 

Buses _, 

Count duration ~ ""-· "~·~ - -
# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Obseivation v ~osTaken? (!!:j l No 
Additional Notes/Comments: Do~~ ~\cae.,. \-:. ~ ~ah ~~ o<'- S~\t.., (VV ~ 

I 

~°'t~ ' 
- ~h 9 Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircrafli(9adway traffic;lail opsllandscapin~children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizin insects/ echanical 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: }.,(~~ fTO Project#: oate: q Lio 5 Page of 

Measurement Location: ST:._~ Analyst:[' ~ \) at:fl :\: ~~'l-0~ 
~ound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: L,.,- 1)2.f) Model#: Cf\ LLco Model#:K~\ '"35CO Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: \S':.\-~ Serial#: l721 f.o Serial #: ~o i-3crz.__c.\ \ ~-;'b~ 
Weighting: A IC {Flat\ Calibration Level (dB): 94 .UW Precipitation: Yes (explain) I No 

Response:(SlowJ Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test I \"?,IC\ dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty~ 
Windscreen : ~No (explain) Post-Test dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: i ,2._ Cu mis/~ 

Topo:l..Bm.AHilly GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): 3-~"" RH(%) : 7\{). 'O 
Terrain: Hard dSofif Mixed I Agg I Snow ?:> L.. C\'":\-\ Lr=t" ~ ~ \-=T. ?(.,\ \ \0 Bar Psr (Hg): ? 9., <]< Cloud Cover(%): v~ 

..:>LOIL Stop Time Metrics Statistics 
Loe. ID Time (hh: (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 

Notes/Events -
mm\ 

S\~ \b-.'2..1- \5\~~o\5 
(~',°?>O hoo&c ~ [ r.'Jl.Yf 0 ~.,,,\n\. 
\L.'b\ Nlv-,~}'('"(' 1 ,,...1 " 

u .. ,· ~' ~'\~~..t Jed. ~,.rte\ r-,.A 

\h, L\ \ fvtR,c~a:JI -8\.z\u<"V1x,., .. , ""'~"""' \.~\ '\Q., 

lb: 40 ~ u '-' 

Roadway Name/Dir. comi;iass Site Diagram: 

(tjN 
Speed (post/obs*) 

0~~ t)xorvk, B\~~ 
Number of Lanes 

rct~~ ~ l. / . , -
l~ Width (pave/row) 

v ~ ....... ,,, ,, 

"" , 

1- or 2-way ' 
-,.. 

Grade 

Bus Stops ·~· ~M\ 
StopliQhts 

Motorcycles ~,<"' 
Automobiles 

~ 

Medium Trucks 

1'. Heavy Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

s~4 ~~('.,., ~ Photos Taken? . ~es j No 
Additional Notes/Comments;:-rtu_ ~o~~ ~ ""-- \~ 

VVV<;) \J\""'"J ~~ ~ 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraf\r~rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing~irds vocalizin~nsect~ 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: ~t~o Project#: Date: 9 { 8 (I 8 Page of 
Measurement Location: 3t~ Analyst'\. ~<)o\~ ti. QnA.,.,, .~,.. Q 

Sound Lev§I M!lter Field Calibration Met§orological Data 

Model#: t:1 gw Model#: ~'1 rD Model#: \i< ~W.3scu Time Obs/Meas: 
Serial#: l5~ Serial #: ~2 21...1=. Serial #: 2 eq .. l?ftlfi ~{2_( 
Weighting: A/ c(Bao Calibration Level {dB}: 94/© Precipitation: Yes (explain} I~ 
Response~ Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty ~ 

mis~ Windscreen fY0S) No (explain) Post-Test i I~,'\ dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: b.'1 co 
Topo:~Hilly GPS Qoordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F}: "+2., l RH(%} : ~CJ...Cf' 

Terrain: Hard I Sottl/MiXe'<Dt Agg I Snow Bar Psr (Hg): -z..q .15 1 Cloud Cover(%):\ 00 
Qldll Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Loe. ID Time (hh: (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 
Notes/Events 

~-n. - -a ~'22\Ll. 
'22..:?H- No fi>to-N;\4~ V\.t"IWA c\Q~Y'</A 

J..,,A\.- ~~~JI_ 4 \[U:>~ '-J 

Roadway Name/Dir. com(2ass Site Diagram: 

n Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2-wav 

~ Grade Scv ~~~ 
Bus Stops 

Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavv Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I ObseNation Photos Taken? Yes~ 
Additional Notes/Comments: ~ ~0\..)-<j ~~q c\u~ b ~ ~ 

o~ \~~ 
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): ~~c/rail opsnandscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing@mechanical 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: \...(Q,~6~~2 Project#: Date: q U&L 1 ~ Page of _ 

Measurement Location: ~T'6 Analyst~ °' & r\ lV\~~ '"\. ~ £h ~~ 
~ound Lev~I Met~r Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~~Dt250 Model #: C™--. ?.s:>o Model #:Ke:.~ '3200 Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial #: \S +:::. Serial#: l?...."'Z:Z..C. Serial#: 2 o+ 3C\ 2..Li, \\"1 c:5L 
Weighting: A I Ct!:!® Calibration Level (dB): 94/@ Precipitation: Yes (explain) I No 

Response~ Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test I fL\.QO dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty t@ 
Windscreen :(f0$J/ No (explain) Post-Test dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: L<g N\0 m/s 1CMW 
Topo:~illy GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): 9i(),l,, RH (%) : C---::/-. 3 

Terrain: Hard Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow 3'2.P\-=t-74L\ 
0 

/- lrl-,'2..'5,2.7-
0 

Bar Psr (Hg): '2_'\, '6+ Cloud Cover(%): <!) '(, 
>;)ldll Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Loe. ID Time (hh: (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 
Notes/Events 

..,m\ 

bT3 111.~ 
\ V. o-:i- fYltdiiG!M a&~ /Yl,-0\tl /14 ea · .n D ervi.1-' lo ~ )\ik) 

l\7 \l\ ~~°" ~~~; 
\\', \~ VP\n.l-C'J 0 hr. nQCT""' ..,.... r e,v\O..\ ~ 
ll 'ii1-- \.\oc.--oJi"' U' <......J 

\ \; \C\ il'lPrti'~'.-rll]. <hru'-.tiu:J\\""" rr.-. ,. \ 
I r.?O l\J\.td1'l()/\.\!c_r.J - (t<in Alll\~cX. r.> .• ,, -,.l - •n•"• AL 

\\i'/\ ~(,~Vi\ mn..r\ ~~ 
y • 

I\; ·7 \ l1" "1-n ~ Q._ (R\ -o\ctN ~ 
\\'. ")? l.. ,..,_.i, r ~<J\l'I (")~ ,n() k,~·~.Jfv,;,.. U \.rlQ/'"\ 

\ \":2-L\ ~- ~~c..,( fAQ.,c~~ 

\ \'.'[ " 

Roadway Name/Dir. compass / Site Diagram: 

(f)~ ~ _/ Di-Speed (posUobs•) 

Number of Lanes ~ · e',,\ f~~ k<*-
Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2-way [A-~ 
Grade 

Bus Stops ~~ 

~CJL_, 
~ -- - \- 5tfli -) Stopliqhts - -

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks ~\ 
Heavy Trucks - - - ,~ - ~ - -- -

Buses ·~ 

Count duration ~ 0...bO""-

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Dnvmg I Observation 
...._, 

Photos Taken? ~No 
Addmo...i -s/Commentso 'Do"""<Mk """'-' 6cr-X c.L \6 fl.-~ 

~ '5 \-c.,~~o.1 ~c.----~ ~ ~ ~~\~ N.... 
-kb~~~ I -'0 ~~~\~~De,~~. ~\0~ . . ~ 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant a1rcratt€adway tra~ra1I opsflanascap1ng/rustlmg leaves/children playing/dogs bark1ng@f(!s vocahz~nsec~ 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: K~o Project#: Date: q I Ut~ Page of 
Measurement Location: S\'"6 Analyst:.[ W)ol~ 0. Q~ Avv..e:i~ 

Soung Level Meter Fielg Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: LJ> ~'LO Model #: CtX.-'?J)O Model#: i4.bw ')Soo Time Obs/Meas: 
Serial#: \$"71-~ Serial#: lu'L.G. Serial#: '20'1-pC{<Z.-L\ \""1- ·1 ()s 
Weighting: A IC ~Flat! Calibration Level (dB): 94 (i1D Precipitation: Yes (explain) @ 
Response: Slow]/ Fast/ Imp! Pre-Test dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty 1@ 

Windscreen~ No (explain) Post-Test i \-::. ."\ dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: Q;"} (.Q m/s t@ 
Topo:~illy QPS CQordingtes (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): '>t-5 RH (%) : -::P(,, ; "?...._ 

Terrain: (Hard Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow Bar Psr (Hg): '?C\ .~ Cloud Cover{%): \ffil 
QldlL Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Loe. ID Time (hh: Notes/Events 
~~1 

(hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 

I Sn \'"1·.o() 

\l-10\ ~" ~o N. .f'lnf\, b~ 
11-',0\ cY\ottn-cv1ole_ / B\c- ,,.. \x<;:;\;:--
rt~o~ 'l-S\r <>A0 YJ~~ ~ :h-al \1 
l -+.oro \J" r\o l--,'°'-\Of"'\ ~ <:!....-
11-:oq n· lci\o-t<'Ll c1 c{) \ - ".1 h<''L.1 

iTln U uhl
1

a/\ ~_;~G 
t 

i-=1; I~ p" A QA \,A CAA.. ~~-p 
l':l;i ~ AD}\~t"A-"' ~~(' 

rt\ (-. 

Roadway Name/Dir. comRass Site Diagram: 

() Speed (posUobs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 
~ \~ 1- or 2-way ~\e.-v\ Ck:.>'6 

Grade 

Bus Stops 

StopliQhts 

Motorcvcles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavv Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
# - note coorninate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by~ I ObservL c;hotos Taken? . Yes / No 
Additional Notes/Comments: (b"'t,;\~\cJ.-* v '3Z~~ 'Cki'°"'\v ~\J~ ~a-vs lod 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraflt9adway uj@iit}ail opsnandscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/fords voca@§Jlnsec~hanJiii!Y 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: Project#: Date: 'l/l//IZ Page of 
Measurement Location: ~ .Jf\ SP-I- Analyst: J° R.. 

Sound Level M~ter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: . i'U) Model#: 'J.00 Model#: '3Sdo Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: \SI~ Serial..#: ~rv~ Serial#: '2..o7 3 '1 l. ~ 
Weightin~/ C I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94/114 Precipitation: Yes (explain) I ~ 
Response:~ I Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test 11 tt-.1 dBA Wind: ~ Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen:~ I No (explain) Post-Test 1/3.q dBA Avg Wind Speed/Directi n: l-'2.... m/s I MPH 
T opo: Flat I Hilly GPS Coordinates lat SLM location\# Temp (°F): 7 /. RH(%): 7f?,( 

Terrain: Hard I Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow ~ 2- .17517 \ - 111.1b7012i Bar Psr (Hg): ~ C{, Cloud Cover(%): J on 
vldll Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Loe. ID Time (hh: (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L10 L50 L90 
Notes/Events 

mm\ 

5n 2.D ()(') truvk~ 2000 -
2..ooi+- o.of~cw+ l.oo~ ~ f',v//N 11'iJ '6' 2.. o O l/ -i>.A\t'o.1f'-pp~plP/o/K/1t1J )~pf f/vc- h--
') flo Q. 5::'.-;;Jp w1'- talJ<11rA ~rJ12.. fJ /1/./.- .;f/c, /,. ._,,.... 

v 

1-4 I ~ ~ Iµ r d f-+1 .:JI: -'lA /Ii( " 
'2--0 -is\)~ cJ ~~ • .J, '- (A h If"' 
<...n <, c+ 011l \/J .c~r.Jl '2. l 2. ~ / ,.,1,'"l:t v~ ~ 
~IU!,,. l n11 J.f'/ bf..fO{ ) I if ,,../.._I'll J 
1..\l'f tJ .... _ "l.z.a t. a.11 /.. c-,.,r ../.. I/ 
l.2.0 .~ ~·.rKit ,,1 r J 

2?0'\ v 1outA bin 221v '"li.ltfr 
'2.'lu lo 11 'l"' 'l'l.. 'lu la•d.~r' 
'). ').)..\ hta.ao1 "°"' LA a.16/ d 1 ,.JllMa Ill alP~ "!t1u "' " IV'fl . 

" ,. " I/ 

I 

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass 5Trt&t. ISite Diagram: 

() -
Speed (posUobs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 
\.....L \ /" '-/ 1- or 2-wav I 

' 
'l< I' \ \ 

Grade 
'-

Bus Stops 

Stoplights 

~ -~ Motorcycles 0 Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
VA7lA Count duration 

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Obseivation - Photos Taken? ~/No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

v~ues 
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): di@ ft/roadway traffic/rail opsnandscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanical 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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/ MONITORING 

Project Name: 
Measurement Location: 

Sound Level Meter 

Model#: 

Serial#: 

Weighting: A I CI Flat 

Response: Slow I Fast I lmpl 

Windscreen : Yes I No (explain) 

Topo: Flat I Hilly 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project#: Date: '1 /°I r: ,,,/\fflvf.139e 
Analyst: 

Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: Model#: 

Serial#: Serial#: 

Calibration Level (dB): 94 I 114 Precipitation: Yes (explain) I No 

Pre-Test dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty I Calm 

Post-Test dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: 

GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): RH(%) : 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

mis I MPH 

Terrain: Hard I Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow Bar Psr (Hg): Cloud Cover(%): 

Loc.m 
Start Time Stop Time 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) 

ST\ 

. note coordinate system 1f other than NAD83 

'itional Notes/Comments: 

2.. ~1-,_ cAIO DQ J, .~.. Notes/Ev1~~s( J """ " ""' I\ f\.~ tJ -. I) 

b'-3 "'• '" ~· . J \.J" )....., . :tt\ ,c;-I-, ti n.lf ' "- • 

'12..~l \ ~·(A1ws , ~,..,; ~ - v ") 
--

Photos Taken? Yes 

11rces (circle all that apply): distant aircraft• roadway traffic• rail ops• landscaping • rustling leaves •children playing ·dogs barking/birds· vocalizing/insectF 
Additional Notes on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form- Monitoring, Vers. 1.1, 2018 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: l<n CA'iho Fe&-tl \lo...\ Project#: Date: CJ f IYI I~ Page of 
Ol i-ff.~ Measurement Location: L+ f q A(t\-9*- Analyst: Jf.. , uT 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~ Model#: CCV\ 7- 0 D Model#: ?fSQO Time Obs/Meas: 
serial #: . 0= rQ (a Serial #: h] (o 9'J Serial#: 2 0 1 ~ lj 2q o~ ·, i. '5 
Weighting@ c I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 !@ Precipitation: Yes (ex~lain) I d§> 

Response: ~ast / lmpl Pre-Test 11 L1 rQ dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty t@ 
Windscreen: es ·No (explain) Post-Test \ \3. C\. dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: !. b mis I ~1 

Topo: {§) Hilly GPS Coordinates {at SLM locationt Temp (°F): 0 .~ RH(%): -n. 1 
Terrain: Hard 1(oi I Mixed I Agg I Snow ?n .ctl 9Y2.~ -\ 11. 2ldl0 Bar Psr (Hg): 2l-i 1</) 2 Cloud Cover(%): 0 

Start Time Stop Time Metrics I Statistics 
Loe. ID 

(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leo Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 
Notes/Events 

rt\ n:oo - l\:O() 

Roadway Name/Dir. comQass S\Av~ J Site Diagram: 

8 Speed (post/obs*) ---
Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 

Grade \( "-1-
~ ' '" '~ Bus Stops 

. '- " . 'v'I :\ 
~"' ~~"l~ 

Stoplights 0 o· ~\ 
Motorcycles ® (J ~TIQ 
Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

~ Heavy Trucks 

Buses RA\L(l,!J~\J 
Count duration ~ 

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 * - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? '~/No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

,, .. ''"""I•""'" ...... ,,, _"""•Ith"'"'"",,_,,,..,±~~ ~L lll~~l sL~%.§~.,,,-e 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: t;.oo no 0 Fes.n vat 
Measurement Location: / .:t 1.. .~ (1 \ 

Project#: ____ Date: Cf(flf{ / ~ Page of 
Analyst: [.J A. ( \} 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: L. '&f Model#: ca I -:2..-00 Model#: 350 i> 
Serial #: 1-$ "1..1 Serial #: ~ 1 (.9 e, Serial #: 20 7 3()/.2 '-/ 
Weighting:@/ CI Flat Calibration Level (dB): 941@ Precipitation: Yes (explain) I@ 

Time Obs/Meas: 

oq·.\3 

Response: Q i Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test \I y. Q dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty 1@ 
Windscreen :(i;) I No (explain) Post-Test l I '3, q dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: \ 1 ~ mis I~ 
1--T-o-po_:_F-lat'""1""~"""i11_..._..._..._ __ -+---G-P_S_C_oo-rd-in-at-es..,(-at._S_L ... M-lo-ca-ti-on""'!tr----t Temp (°F): 1] · RH(%) : (n(,.,, ( /J 

Terrain: Hard lsJtt/ Mixed / Agg / Snow 31 .q71 1Jt/i , - l\ 7,'2., 111 0ll i BarPsr(Hg): zq. 9:i 2. CloudCover(%): 0 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics Loe. ID 1-----.-----.--___,t---""""T'"--""T"'""----t 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) l..,,, Lm1n Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 

Notes/Events 

1+2 fl :()Q 
'I ·' 00 

Site Diagram: compass · __-- -Roadway Name/Dir. 

0
- v 

Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration 

#- note coordinate system ff other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

Additional Notes/Comments: 
Photos Taken? C!::JNo 

"°"" ""'"" lci"" '" "'' opply)' '°""' •""'lfoi••;;ffi II ,,l~m'"' ''"'"'"'"""' ""'"" .. ' "'"'""""' ""''~"""'~ Additiorn:smu1"" and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Proiect Name: /<_{)a \()no t=-P M1 I/ fl Project#: Date: c1 //Lf /I B Page of 
J ~~~~ ~~---

Measurement Location: L-+ .3 ~aC"+: r'deYYYI Analyst: I['!{ cJ 
Sound Level Meter Fjeld Calibration 

Model#: Lx± Model#: Cctj 200 
Serial #: L.\ 4 (At; Serial#: '01 k:> 8-,__ 

Meteorological Data 

Model#: S 'BOO 
Serial#: '201~q 2.4 

Time Obs/Meas: 
oq·,s-1 

Weighting:!A I I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 /@ Precipitation: Yes (explain) ~ 
Response: I Fast/lmpl Pre-Test l/LJ ' tJ dBA Wind: ~Gusty I Calm ~ 

~Wi-.in-d-..scr-ee--.n :;..;i~~es..._N_o ... Ce_,xD._la_in..__) _ __., ___ Po_st_-T_es_t_\ ._\ ...,Lf_. _.r...._J __ d_BA--t Avg Wind Speed/Direction: L..-} 1 0 mis I~ 
Topo: FlattRill~ GPS Coordinates !at SLM location)# Temp (°F): l P, RH(%) : / l-i 9 

Terrain: ~oft/Mixed/Ag /Snow 32.q72l, -\ 11 2.<0{nZ BarPsr(Hg): ~Y10 2 CloudCover(o/o): (1 
~""' Stop Time .,.__~M_e_tri_cs~--+''--....... s_ta_tis_tics__,...._--i 

Loe. ID Ti~J~h: (hh:mm) Leq Lmin Lmax L 10 L50 

r-h~ \\ ·f'O 
ll!OO 

Roadway Name/Dir. 

Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2-wav 

Grade 

Bus Stops 

Stoolights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration 

# - note coordinate syslem ff other lhan NAD84 ' - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I ObseM!tion 

Additional Notes/Comments: 

L90 

compass 

0 

\ 

Notes/Events 

Site Diagram: 

Photos Taken? tf.:jl No 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply)~~~~s/landscaping/rusUing leaves/children playing/dogs barkinn~nsectslmechanical 
1111d' ·-· , auu ;:,ketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) ~· 

AECOM ANCP. Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: }<OtQ,boo R&±J V OJ Project#: Date: 0\ / 1 LJ 11 S Page 
Measurement Location: ~-\" ~ S vns~+ Analyst: · tr- R G~\ 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~i,o Model#: (Cl~ ion Model#: ]ill6 
Serial#: \ la] \ Serial#:~ serial#: 2m2q2~ 
Weightin@c I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 Ii 1 Precipitation: Yes (explain) /~ 

Response: ~~t / lmpl Pre-Test j \ 4 • dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty I e 
Windscreen : s I o (explain) Post-Test 1l <f.0 dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direc.~~m : I• S 

GPS Coordinates (at SLM locationt Temp (°F): 1 .); ,S RH(%) : 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

\ I'· OD 

mis 1 '€; 
Topo:~~Hilly 

Terrain: Hard ri6tt} Mixed I Agg I Snow 31.91S\l '- [\ (,'1\o10\1:l. Bar Psr (Hg): "J..tt . Cb -f., Cloud Cover(%): ! 0(1 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics I 

Loe. ID 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) L... Lmln Lmax L1o Lso Lgo 

Notes/Events 

,""\+I 11 ·,1 0 I J: 2-S 

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes /." q/\L\-
Width (pave/row) S'lc 

1- or 2- way 
~\ \ Drw1r~ 

Grade 

Bus Stops 
J 

Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
# - note coordinate system ~other than NADB4 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? Yes I No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant airc~rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/@ 
Ad itionar o es and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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URS Corporation hall_ hourly _log printed 618/2013 

Protect No. llnvestlgator(s): Observed I Apparent Ambient Sound Source Checklist 
Date: a· 4/IOi !Site: 6-\-1 

~ 

Apparent Background Sounds Apparent Resort Sounds 

g 0 
::0 :r :T c 111 !!l ~ ;;: ... ;;: 

~ 
111 Ci: 111 Ci: n J> J> ID n ID 

"Tl :r "' :r "' .- ... a 0 a n 0 ... Q 0 ::I :0 :::!. ::I ::0 111 =: n iii 0 iii CT 0 n a' ... 0 ::I ID ::I 0 ID 

t ~ 
DI DI = < = < ... DI 

J> - a. 
"Tl 

m 
"Tl s· m - a. S' 

Time 
:r ::I 

' 
:::c -I -< iii ;;: -< z iii ;;: :::c -I z m "' 3 iii m 0 gi,_ ~ * a: ~ < 0 c:: c 0 c ;:; 

(hh:mm) DI J> :Ii < 0 Iii- ~ iD Notes I Remarks 0 "' Notes I Remarks 
"' UI u; 0 n !!! ::I en ::I n 0 c;· .!!!.. 

~ I ID· , tf... I V ,,,._ ~ - C., o {.{J r r,f} • , 

111 ?.. " / -
11 1) . J ./ '\I 
/l 1 lf ' . VI \) l+Cll l<I n~ ctOl ~ca.~~ 
I If '7 1/ V I -1-c \ ::::1m v 
ll I b v / r 10 +-CJ'. r+s . 
111 7 I V, r,u ~\_ p__ ( f'l I(+\' 
I I 1 l .J ,v' , u rol f- co r+d' 

• \I I<.\ I J 
I/ \,j u 

'\"1~ \/ I v \ -t-Ot\ ~, rl.4 I 0\ 0\ +.!-c 0\ ('"'+-
\\1 \ ' 

,, 
~om n..=< \ F' r/cl .Y:.l..- S' 

I \-z.7.. Jl \ll ,~Der: \ti!)' K\ , I nflm 
\ \1.J '\ '1 \ ~\ ')f1/j 110,r" r '/IV )fJVJ ,N ,, C-11<.A N ~ lhio 
' \ "t\f " . I v'J h (J r.J tro..,...- A/ -·'°' . \ \ "l7 \/ I/ - . 

\ 

I~ 

' 
. . . 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: 1e °'a. boo KP.sf\ voJ Project#: Date: q IJL.f II Cl> Page of 
Measurement Location: &\"J SOL.- Analyst: c.,. r , /"\ R 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~i-o Model#: (/~ \ )., 0 0 Model#: 3 <(A) Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial #: I ~ /tl J Serial#: 57~' k:'.:."\ Serial#: 20J:SCi2L/ l ?i · J.LI 
Weighting: €) C I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94/I~ Precipitation~lain) It§} 
Response: ~/ Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test 11 ~ . Q dBA Wind: tea I Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen : (ii I No (explain) Post-Test J I '1-. 0 dBA Avg ~nd Speed/Direction: iJ mis I~ 
Topo: Flat I Hilly GPS Coordinates lat SLM location\11 Temp (°F): Q,2 . 9 RH(%): 7Lf' 

Terrain: Hard I Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow :-S--z,q7 1 I • -\ 11. 25> q (o Bar Psr (Hg): 29, II Cloud Cover(%): V 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leq Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso 

( \J{)_ '\6.3b r3:4S 

, 

Roadway Name/Dir. com~ass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 

St-t: 1- or 2- way 

Grade 
Bus Stops 

Lry\-) q-\~ Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 
Medium Trucks 0 fov-t (V\~ Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration r... 

#- note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? l\!.:J No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that appl~il ops/landscaping/rustiing leaves/children playing/dogs barlling/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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f 
u 
en 
er: 
~ 

-c: 
f! 
ca a. a. 

<C -
~ ... 
Cl> en 

.Cl 
0 

Mechanical/ HVAC " " ' ~ ~[:> 
Music 

Conversation 

~ ... e 
"' a: -! z 

·~ 

~ 
~ 
!-::: ;-.. 
IS: --!--. 
::id 
81~ 1-- I~ 

l~. 1~ IQ ~ 
en • 1cQ 6; 
§ ·- ~-
] ~1 'j 
ei-~~~~~~---f--lf--if--lf--lf--l--1-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--t---t 
~ Other (describe in Notes) 
~l-~~....:.:;.;;;;;.;_;;..;..;.;~~l--l--f--ll--ll--ll--li--1--1--1-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+-t 

.... Aircraft Flyove1 _ " "-.' ""'-' 

1 ~~~-~~ ~ "" Music ; I > - 17 
11--~~~~~...:::::::.::if--ll--lf--l--l--l--l-+-+--+--+-+.:+-+~"""'=~ ....... -+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-t 

Conversation ~ r' 

Aircraft Flyove1 

Road Traffic 

Mechanical I HVAC 

Flowing Water 

Rustling Leaves/Trees 

Animals : 

lhlectE 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: \<t1fl (N)O ~p_,,-h\/Fl Project#: Date: Cl I IL-t JlQ, Page of 
Measurement Location: 8\-~ rri <::+ i ;SerfY} Analyst: f'f\ R: GJ" 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: Cf) '2.0 Model#: C. AL-"10 o Model#: 3$7)0 Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: l \ill Serial#: 5 7~~ Serial#: ?_trl 80i2<../ tlf·.10 
Weighting@l C I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 t 4 Precipitation: @ lain) I~ 
Response: ~ast / lmpl Pre-Test D:i I 0 dBA Wind: ea I Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen : s No (explain) Post-Test \14-,C\ dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: 2-·0 mist @ 

Topo: Flat/d~ GPS Coordinates {at SLM locationt Temp (°F): ]] ,y RH(%) : J\6~ 
Terrain: Hard I I Mixed I Agg I Snow ,)'"l.t-177c.""/ '-\\7, 1..) c,i.1---. Bar Psr (Hg): ')_Cf .11 Cloud Cover(%): U 

Start Time Stop Time Metrics - Statistics 
Loe. ID 

(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Lea Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso 
Notes/Events 

S,-\-~ ) •, 10 2.' 1.-S tJ O\e.& f'\ V'\ cove> f OsAe., \Ondo. 

' ' /f 
v 

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes ~\~ Width (pave/row) s~f 
1- or 2- way 

~'J°'vf\V ~ Grade 

~\ \lt Bus Stops 
Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 
Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration ,.-.... 

#- note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? ~/No Additional Notes/Comments: 

., .. ''""" 1-'" ••t•pplyj: """"''"'~"tralOCl,,j),,.n •• ~~ .. ~~iog~!~ ""'~""""""'""'"'""'' 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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URS Corporation hall_ hourly _log printed 6/812013 

Protect No. I I lnvestlgator(s): I Observed I Apparent ~mbient Sound Source Checklist 
Date: U II Lf. I 1 P, !Site: 6-\- :2. l I , I I I 

Apparent Background Sounds Apparent Resort Sounds 

~ 
0 \)and play' "'j. :u :r c 

~ ;;: !!l ;;: !!l 
5" :'l Ci: CD Ci: sver-dear )> )> m n m 

UJ 
:!! ~ en ~ en .- m a 0 a g. 0 D> n 

CD 0 ::J :u 0 0 ::J :u :::!. 

DI :Ii: er 0 iii ::I iil CT ::I er 0 CT 

< 5" D> m = < = m < D> GI "' )> ... 
UJ ::: ... 

'Tl 
CD s · ... ::: ... s· 

5" ::I i -t ;;; 'Tl iil ~ Time m "' 3 ~ 
:z: 

~/ ~ 
;;: ~ z ;;:: :z: z 

a ~ 
< ~ c * 

!!l. c 
~ · ~ ~ 

(hh:mm) D> ~ ~ I 0 "' ~ I Notes I Remarks 0 en Notes I Remarks 
en iii !! ::J n en ::I n· n en 

2· Q • . v J rl\11 \ c{)V-\f'Y v. I ti Y1 fll \/U. lmrt\\V'l rJ ., '· \ , c rYPrl \1-"t\ V'I rt J,<:YllXJn na v. , 7 , .. ,, .. ].,. "" J 7 v '/ \ .. ~1 nrlln~111 111/\t A t1 r, ,., 
~ .j . . V/ • I ' 1 ~ -

,,.. L\ \/' 
li• I 1\.. tJ ~ 
7. ~o f'lf\PP V\ VVA ,-/. II' I nVci .c:rJ.fflYnlnll IN l/l(/1111UI 
L.· I I/ - ) v1 J J /} 

<ii· I~ v rflv- \r\nm v '/ J 
, 

rz;, ' I \/ i/ 
7.U '2- ' 

I/ v /f ~V 

'1./ 71 v v' 'f'()f)1-DYl1 J. r.A-t:. \I '/ / (' It\ UC;> K\ n (,\ 
1- ."l,l- J 'I(/ v_ - J 
7.,/l.t, ( YA Y' \f'I C1'< Y'\ \ , I/ /\O fl IJIJ rlVI ' \/l/I \' 

"2,'./L I \J v ·1 ..... -
2 : )f::; r" I ti tr1 'n1 V-~ \r\ r.l v 

) J . . ,, . 

"' _,/ 
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Project Name: K AA {)()c\ 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project#: Page of 

Measurement Location: .ST\ ~ '"~t't d ,\'f-1~ "a.bttf 
Date: q // 4-
Analyst: 'J"R.. 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: i l.-0 Model#: lAllOO Model#: J ~c10 Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: l w ~t; Serial#: \1.. 'l. 'L-'7 Serial#: "").O) \ ) 03 / 73 ., 
Weighting@ CI Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 / ~ Precipitation: Yes (explain) I No 

Response: ~I Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test '\ I ~ dBA Wind: ~ I Gusty I ~aim 
Windscreen: ~ I No (explain) Post-Test \( L dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: I, 7 mis I MPH 

Topo:~ Hilly GPS Coordinates {at SLM locationt Temp (°F): / f. 2 RH(%): f 2 
Terrain: Hard I fa)t I Mixed I Agg I Snow ~l. <pS11 - 117, 1.. "'70'J..~ Bar Psr (Hg): 'l .'Cf. -;5 Cloud Cover(%): ~ 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Let1 Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso 

b\\ 1'K o~ 1600 AtN'\ A • • I- IJh.0/11 JAllr/lm 
']_ ('\ ('\(\ l ~ol, buun 1 1Ar/Pl1.!.r' tx(l.J'/N. .A 

iAi7 ~n.A i l27 i,.,,[ cr~h/ I tL.?i 
t 1'3l- C.."/'(,(lf+. ~.1 c: I r, I~ n ..o t'llil 
'1VJ _qu\f-wtt',...v~·'-' I ZJL/- Yi<f'Yll'-vi a o Ill, 
\ 'h ~ 0..df v-r1" I H 7 (1.1\.J ,I- S;"--"' v v tJ 

\~S~ u~J.. c.lu..r,:rn l'A 'to ""1 'I-Pi r~ 
\\'\• -tro..s~ trvc1K. ~ IZ'ri vJ~/1 ~""'6i~L-- b~t, 
\'4'f1~1WUlcr ~,J¥l tVK"""' ~u ~/,, {} ti t(,'1,,-d Ko 
l1 't 1 ch .. i:»i "'•A "' r. 111.P cr.J+ 1 l~tJ- f/'u~ II\ 

11st °'' l.f Y .. :rK 1 Ul-~ v"fi c, /-,/r/:; 
. 

{J)j w r' ,;_~!\ii I f\IV ~~" I ls 7 s,....,,;., t 
~~~ c.J~~ 1 ltii'. i ~I"'--(/({) /( n~ ,. 11'1" rl2 
Ji(}~ I\(} if a..t':k I (d 1 Sft"d /(p T' IA ti '- r,,Kl-<i 
\1n-v !ifNv..p,,.1 IJtJ,,n-ill .,.,/ it!Jl1 

"" f I Pt-fl lP 

Roadway Name/Dir. com1;1ass 'Site Diagram: 

0 \I( 1'2- J w.-. ,,,,..ttvr h 1 fl ,r'J or .P" "~ , ri t-r.l")-f Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes ~ '{ 13 fro. , I\ i'. 'f ({ ( flj 
Width (pave/row) \It IS 5,'j71j ·~ fdl I , q ,~r ft) 

\q_1~ lo-vAs .. "jM~ ~1&-fa.tK1:J+Y~ ·~ 
1- or 2- way 

Grade lit11 +rvc,J< ~vlle~ '" Pru"t J 1 0~ ~ 
Bus Stops l'\ I'\ - h 6'ef iv-'~ h.e1" j'; 1J lq 2-I /y; . rl 

Stoplights tq }.;).7' f I~ l ~ 2-:; ~ c 1JJY;J 

Motorcycles ltq_.lf cyyro \'1.1-4 ~~ft\ .P, U1tS w1f~ hA,1,5 
Automobiles [fJ.J.-7 c.J OV\f ~ vh~ u,V\,b -+-A'rf I I q 1.--\ 

Medium Trucks I~) I s "'.l l'-1 b~~ i 'l 3 ~"i I q 31 M f/i1 
Heavy Trucks 10~ G~llfl~ J, "'~ ~ 7 trf <.\. !.\:~ 

Buses \d.'t\ luJ~"'4os~ I 4'4'fYru{fk."'jrv'-£f(s Pt:i 
Count duration lqll:l. trl\.1 '\ ]'(£{--~ 'Mct ()/-(1Aj{ /tt.H-~h~ 

# - nole coordinale system if olher lhan NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation l'l'tJo..- /Pt> d- JV\.11.vfr"(;fi_!; Photos Taken? @ No 
Additional Notes/Comments: )q ~ rf j ({;,_ {/)_ 

Av~1 v 5u \ f (;vj·t s 
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraft/roadway traffic/rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanica' 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: J( ct..a16 0 (J Project#: Date: q { 1 ~ l\'6 Page of 
Measurement Location: <',, I "5\ '2- Analyst: JY/(.foJva.tY .f 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~zo Model#: CA l, '1-U 6 Model #: '3 5 0 0 Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: I~ ?l Serial#: 57v ] Serial #: )_O S i 3 0 ~ 1737 
Weighting: 61 CI Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 / ~ Precipitation: ~(explain) I No 

Response: flilw I Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test \I~. o dBA Wind: ~Y I Gusty I Calm 
Windscreen: ~s I No (explain) Post-Test \ 14 .n dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: 'L. ( mis I MPH 

Topo:('1at I Hilly GPS Coordinates (at SLM locationt Temp("F): 7 i .l..- RH(%) : <ti)__ 
Terrain: Hard I Soft I Miled I Agg I Snow NJl . ~7//17 w-111~ 2£0(2 l.Bar Psr (Hg): '2.A. 75 Cloud Cover(%): .5 
Loe. ID 

Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 
f . ../ ttv ~o_;_es'i/ents-7; ~ g (hh:mm) (hh:mm) LeQ Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 

, 
<-- J Mit t/.51 e. 

""~ g·co /fi 'Od ~:14 ~ Jl'l. ··"· J "' """ s~ .A7:, .J 
q•/7 

, 
•'I / " 

<J' 'l..l 
,, 

r4' ~? II 
. j . '2-1 '1'7~d'/e ,,~<".// Lu 

.Jo/~- '• ! 
, 

~·11 ~ JJL.: I JJ"'-'J''(p_,.d' J.. ... 

"'•"\ "l , I/ - -

- Ll.. "<L II 
~, ' '1-1 butrO 

'ij · oa , ;,.:,y(!) 
l:),~ , , ",1 

O· oi I' .. ~~(!) 

c ' 1 l. V .. :., j J IC. ,/. ')'\ .L 

, , ~· l.S J,.. & ...., 0 

Roadway Name/Dir. com1:1ass ? : 1 1 ~ ... // Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 1 · 't-det..cJ 
• 2.J lie.,// + 1/aJttf!, 

Number of Lanes ': 2..' ,1~0 Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way ?:a.to I/ 

Grade 9 :4-1 '/oLwe 
Bus Stops 9: 'ti Stoplights 1/ 

Motorcycles ? / s} f,~ ~J 7leU\{, 
Automobiles 7: s· I (#, ?~y 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
~ ·note coordinate systejll if other than NAD84 • • Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? Yes/ No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

? e A fYTo(_ 1"' v //Jo/('<- .fay /,,~I 5 .. 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): ~ft/~rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs bar1<ing/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: ./(~oei Project#: Date: 0 lµ.{l i~ Page 

Measurement Location: €.!'.. S\3-. Analyst: {'I\~ 
Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: q:Lo Model #: 'LOO Model#: 3SOO 
Serial#: L,~, 7 Serial#: s 7~~ Serial#: 1-0S~'?>()?:> 
Weighting{A IC I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94/~ Precipitation: Yes (explain) !@ 
Response: sfijw I Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test \I lf .Q dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen : Y'-' I No (explain) Post-Test \ILt. l.) dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: \.7 
Topo: ~t I Hilly Temp ("F}: t ,£ . J... RH(%) : 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

17~7 

mis I MPH 

~'L 
Terrain: Hard I Soft I ~d I Agg I Snow 

GPS Coordinates (at SLM locaeont 
3J..,0i 7'LS2I , -117. '2.S 1-"l... Bar Psr (Hg): 2q,'7~ Cloud Cover(%): 'i 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leii Lmln Lmax L10 Lso L90 . 

~~s1-:i 22:1q ltJ:.ll ..,.,; .. "''~ d'L.. Lw,.. v/11./" g 
'2.""1-'1. \ 1P: 33 I~';'/ +NIL 1'V'I:. , 

/0 : )«/· ~ j c v r...,j.,. .;( 
, 

i f) • .,, .I. 7 el_ I\. 

IA.1 (/tJ J, / r v ,,. /.L,/( 
.J. ~ , ,_ ~.I ( 

-
/ ,n , 4') 

i Cle •t ~ /Jq ll"l. e_ 

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 

Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 

Grade 

Bus Stops 

Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks 

Buses 

Count duration 
~ ·note coordinate system if other than NADB4 • · Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

t/1'>-e u+IY 
Photos Taken? Yes I No 

Additional Notes/Comments: f/dad '·'tit -I s -fow 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): ~ftlroadway traffic/rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

I Project Name: \<.aCA VJOD f e (f1\ /0,,( Project#: ___ Date: I f I 5 //6. 
Measurement Location: L -t \ '\ "UV\ s-e.-+ cl r\'4' ,s, 11 Analyst: ~R. ,'CJ 

Page 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: l 'I.. \.-- Model#: C..C\ I 2 0 0 Model#: 38 0 0 
Serial #: l...J L\ <tJ n Serial #: £) J ([; 9> Serial #: ? 0 1 ~ 7 lf 

of -----

Time Obs/Meas: 

oq:3~ 
Weighting:.~/ Flat Calibration Level {dB): 94 / fiit) Precipitation: Yes (explain) /~ 
Response: lo I Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test \ 'lf , 0 dBA Wind:~ I Gusty I Calm ,r.::;--
Windscreen : e I No (explain) Post-Test 1 If, 0 dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: l 1 '() mis I~ ) 
.._T_o-po_: _F_la_t/;;H~illy-..:-;......:-__ ..._ __ G_P_S_Co-o-rd-in-at ... es.._(;..at;..S~LM-lo-ca-tio-n""')'--11 Temp (°F): lfJ o ~ RH(%): 12 .. Cn 

Terrain: Hard I Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow J}, "'t 7523 ,- \\ ( ,) \p7 () Bar Psr {Hg): ? q , 9) r ~ Cloud Cover{%): 2.. (') 
Loe. ID Start Time Stop Time 1-----.--M_et_ric_s __ __,1---.-s_ta_ti_sti_cs~--1 

(hh:mm) (hh:mm) leq Lm1n Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 

I.\--\ 11 :00 . 

Roadway Name/Dir. 

Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 

Grade 
Bus Stops 

Stoplights 
Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration 

1#- note coordinate system ~other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

Additional Notes/Comments: 

compass 

0 

Notes/Events 

Site Diagram: 

Sst: ~ft~ 

L--\ \ 

Photos Taken? <s:!.W No 

~O\~ tQY\~ . 
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraft/roadway traffic/rail ops/landscaii~~~~g~~es/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/ins~ 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) ~v~ 
AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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Project Name: 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

f--es+i v °' \ Project#: Date: q I \ 511 B ~(O\C\k?OO Page 
Measurement Location: LT 1- ''\SOL11 Analyst: J"R. c....T 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: I X-t Model#: CfJi I 200 Model#: ?:> 500 
Serial#: L,f)L.,, l Serial #: V'.11 Vl <Q Serial#: J.012:,q2J~ 
Weightin~lal Calibration Level (dB):- 94 @ Precipitation: Yes (explain) I~ 
Response: lo Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test \ \ 3 . q Cf dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty 1@ 

Windscreen : q:.esj No (explain) Post-Test I/~ 1d ~ dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: 0 
GPS Coordh ates (at SLM location)# Temp(°F): J:f,lj RH(%) : 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

nq:,z;n 

mis',~ 
fl'ICf I Topo: Flat/:l~I 

Terrain: Hard I o Mixed I Agg I Snow ~2.G\l I lo1 ~) -1 J, '2lorYOI Bar Psr (Hg): '2Ci .~ Cloud Cove((%): ~n 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) LeQ Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso 

Lt'l \l:f)\) 
uon 

Roadway Name/Dir. com12ass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) S£t. Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) 

~\ '~ 1- or 2- way 
Grade 

Bus Stops 0 \ fJ\~\~ Stoplights 
Motorcycles 
Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration -

# -note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? (!;;j!No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircra~il ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barkin~nsects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: !<. g ab')() f:P.1.:-\i\lnl Project#: Date: q ll 6 1\ ~ Page 
Measurement Location: L-\- 3. 1' (: a~+- <R errn Analyst: 

I 

:Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: I~+- Model #: 00 \ ?,,,DD Model#: 3 SOO 
Serial #: L-f LJ 9> ~ Serial #: B1 ll_ <?, Serial #: 7 0 16 G1 ]., U 

Weighting:~r.ilat Calibration Level (dB): 94 /~ Precipitation: Yes (explain) '~ 
Response Slow I Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test \) 3 1 f1.] dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty I Cal 

Windscreen: es Y No (explain) Post-Test I f 3, t{ ~ dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: \ '· 

GPS. Coordinates lat SLM location\# Temp (°F): 0 0 1 ~ {~R:i!! (%): 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

OCh ',n4 -

m/s /B 
b Topo: Flat~~ 

Terrain: Hard o I Mixed I Agg I Snow ,2:i 7A V\-j 2.l I -\ l i. 25 n]_ Bar Psr (Hg): 24 •rtJS- Cloud Cover(%): lOD 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics r 

Loe. ID 
(hh:mm) {hh:mm) L,,,, Lmln Lmax L10 L5o Lso 

Notes/Events 

\.,-\-3 \\-DO L; 
''.L1. l)() 

Roadway Name/Dir. com~ass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 
S£t. Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 

q I I~ Grade 
Bus Stops 
Stoplights 

(\~ Motorcycles \) '(},__ ~c "'~ 
Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration 

-
~ -note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? (!!_!J No Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraft/rq_lfifway traffice~~ndscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs ~arking~/mechanical 
Additional Notes ano ;mncnes on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) ' 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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Project Name: J(,..,. hl'ir) 
Measurement Location: 6T2-

Sound Level Meter 

Model #: C( filJ::> 
Serial#: ~b'i'I 
Weighting:®' C I Flat 

Response3~ast / lmpl 
Windscreen. Yes No (explain) 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project#: Date: q f IS I l B R_, Page 
.So'-- Analyst: "'[: ( ,,\ .J 

Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#:~ Model#: ~-he.,\ ) SOD 
Serial #: ~ "::\C~i Serial #: 20-\-~ 7 ~':1: 

Calibration Level (dB): 94 (® Precipitation: Yes (explain) ~ 
Pre-Test \~L\.O dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty aim 

Post-Test \\~-9 dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: ( .l\ ~ 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

m/s <§ 
Topo:~Hilly GPS Coordinates {at SLM locationt Temp (°F): Ga RH (%) : 'i«----/,. 

Terrain: Hard I Soft~Agg I Snow 3-i . <\ -q 17 , - \\ 1. 1Sq'!i,. Bar Psr (Hg): Q..C\,. ~ Cloud Cover(%): '\ (2J' j. 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leq Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso 

S\l._ ·?'1 -.o' 
r 

Lt~ ~.~r ~,,, .... ~ S ti--~ \.t-o~r 
22:~~ u 

-

Roadway Name/Dir. comgass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

~ l \ t Number of Lanes 5tt-
Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way L\~ 
Grade 

Bus Stops 
J) \~\W' Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 
Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration 

~ -note coordinate system ff other than NADB4 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? ~~O 
Additional Notes/Comments: "\k ~~~\- ~ \-<::, °'-- \~()~ ~ \-\..)~ ~ ~ 
~~. ~ \~ CoM\~~'t-U\\-- ~ ~c_ ~ ~~ \)u'<Q'\I\( :W~ 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircrattlroadway trati@rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/ins~ 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 
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Project Name: le:'°'~ boo 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

R' Sti\/Cll Project#: Date: °' 1\:5 JI Q. Page 
Measurement Location: ~t 7_ ''SO { _ 11 Analyst: t wo\fc I GT 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model#: ~10 Model#: ~ ] ,DO Model#: 3S-00 
Serial#: I l.O Serial#: ~ {Q I { Serial#: 20f3q2~ 
Weighting:@c I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 t }e) Precipitation~xplain) I No 
Response: ~/Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test '\ l ~ , O dBA Wind· te y I Gusty I Calm 

Windscreen:~ No (explain) Post-Test \' l\ In dBA Avg wind spe irec0: '2. J 
GPS Coordinates {at SLM location)# Temp (°F): co 2' RH(%): 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

~0 : 2-'-f 

mffi /~ 
<o q, Topo: Flat/~ 

Terrain: Hard oft Mixed I Agg I Snow ~1-.C\l \" ) \ - \ \ 1 ~ l.§41b . Bar Psr (Hg): 2 q.1 ~ Cloud Cover(%): n 
Loe. ID 

start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 
Notes/Events 

(hh:mm) (hh:mm) LeQ Lmln Lmax L10 L5o Lgo 

\t7 I In'. '2. c; ILi.LfO lnurl Y-nh mv'"'i c, V/Q,\ i rIDO-\ev t.f 
- ' - ~ 

I 

' 

Roadway Name/Dir. com~ass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 
Grade 

Bus Stops 
Stoplights 

Motorcycles 
Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration -

#-note coordinate system if other than NADB4 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? Yes /~ 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

""'" ''"""'I""''" M •PP~)'~='""'""""'"'"'"'"' '"""'"'"'•' ''"""""'' "'""'""" """'"'""""""'"""'"'' ( ,.--Additi al-Na and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: \<fle\'oDO \-ut)Va Ls Project#: ___ Date: C{ J\ S-J I CO 
Measurement Location: .~+ 3 t(n Sf 't)~rvY) Analyst: 

Page 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

Model #: <fJ...1 P Model #: Cd \ '2.D D 
Serial #: l V> l Serial #: SJ (Q \ 

of -----

Time Obs/Meas: 

ll .(10 
Weightin!51at Calibration Level (dB): 94 /@ 
Respons ast/ lmpl Pre-Test \ \ L\ 0 dBA 

Windscr No (explain) Post-Test \ \ 4 ,(") dBA 

Model#: 6 SDQ 
Serial#: JJJ1 9q z_,q 

Precipitation: Yes (~~plai~1§ 
Wind: Steady '.~ Calm 

Avg Wind Speed/Direction: :1 mis I ~ 
Temp (°F): / ~ • /_ RH (%) : \ 00 °/r' Topo: Flat I Hilly GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# 

Terrain: Hard I Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow 3 )_, '1, 77,; 2 7 \ - I \1, 2.. S kl 1. ')., Bar Psr (Hg): ')Cl l 'h Cloud Cover (%): / n 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) 4ii Lm1n Lmax L10 Lso Loo 

5\-?i IT DU 11. I'. 

Roadway Name/Dir. 

Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 

Grade 
Bus Stops 
Stoplights 

Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration 

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation 

Additional Notes/Comments: 

-
LOL\.t\ l(v\.M S' \ 0 

compass 

0 
s 

9 /I~ 

Notes/Events 

\ 11 

Site Diagram: 

Photos Taken? '(::j}J No 
trt'Ls+ (;l 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraft/roadway traffic/rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project Name: \( ctCA'coO F.e ,st\ vo..\ Project#: Date: q lln/IPi 
Measurement Location: 8-t-r~ 11 fr.A S;\- Rerrn'' Analyst: 

-
Page 

Sound Level Meter Field Calibration Meteorological Data 

of 

Model#: 2i ZO Model#: (CA 110CJ Model#: -<;500 Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial #: I VJ/ I Serial#: ~] (Q~ Serial #: ? n 1 P., q'2Lf l ~'.OD 
Weightin~~/ Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 / W Precipitation: Yes (explain) t<e) 
Response: lo I Fast/ Imp! Pre-Test 11 '-l·O dBA Win~ I Gusty I Calm 
WindscreeJ)...;. ®I No (explain) Post-Test I \ L\ .O dBA Avg Wind Sp 1rection: 5 . 0 mis I ~ 

Topo~H~ GPS Coordinates <at SLM location\# Temp (°F): ~ RH(%): (o~ 
Terrain: Hard oft Mixed I Agg I Snow 3 ').. q flSJ_ , -117, 25 lo1-'2- Bar Psr (Hg): tl . 5 Cloud Cover(%): n 
Loe. ID 

Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 
Notes/Events 

(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Lea Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso 
,t..rt 2' 11 : n.4 \ ·, \ q IA g Ai rorner 

11 05 \r-.fn:-fr ;n.t\~-1YJArv ,\\Ora t Je.r 
11.0?J .\ r1 \ k::J V'I n ID\Ji V\I n~I V JJbr ,\ 
ll . 10 -Fo~\\+-t" J 
I I .. \ I S fl <Y\ I --tYLl. Ck:' 
n·.\S +a. \VI.\-- <iY\ JVYI '()(} \\ E> .\ 
11·.11 -rc1 \ ~ nr.J btJ Wr \VvYS 
n ·, 1e \n I\.{ .f' )('g, f1 p~ \ lrCJ hnhO,,Vl W1 In 
u ·, '~ \AIO. \ v~ ~irri rl rt I rof \1M , fi>M , 

(f/ ,,. 

. , 

Roadway Name/Dir. com~ass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) ~£r 1- or 2- way 

Grade 

~ I\ Lt Bus Stops 
Stoplights 

\_,\3 Motorcycles 

Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

Buses 
Count duration ~ 

# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? ~I No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): d~rail ops/landscaping/rustiing leaves/children playing/dogs barkin /birds :"i · insects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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Project Name: 
Measurement Location: 

Sound Level Meter 

Model#: I & Gs 
Serial#: L'{'J . 

Weighting[# I C I Flat 

Response: ~I Fast/ lmpl 

Windscreen : '(e~ I No (explain) 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project#: Date: °{ / 15 Page 
Zj lrf'C.f' f C1 ~-~5 ' 1 d .-' IAA t; l/\ I' lAAfi/\5 r;p;ro Analyst: :r /\. 

Field Calibration v Meteorological Data 

Model#: 2-oo Model#: 3500 
Serial#: 1'1'12. '1 Serial#: ZffSf}O'~ 

Calibration Level (dB): 94/~ Precipitation: Yes (explain) I No 

Pre-Test ~I :t dBA Wind:@y I Gusty I Calm 

Post-Test \ 13, ~ dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: I, 3 
GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)" 

of 

Time Obs/Meas: 

mis I MPH 

Topo: {[a' I Hilly Temp (°F): 73,J RH(%): ,< f/-
Terrain: Hard I~ Mixed I Agg I Snow ;)l. t) -15\7 \ " \\ 7.1..~7<>111 Bar Psr (Hg): ::Z..t:t 'f.. Cloud Cover(%): 1 (} 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leq Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso 

z.,o on "f t1 If c::.fl/fs -c I, w J. . '2.o 10 DI 6.,.. ~ 
~'is £) l1t,,,f +n d hrJ5 a.. tls, A.'+ v 

I 

\'t>.n Vf.rf.l,11
(\ I- ~ "'rJ .f.rur 1' 2-0 2f I) la'A-t 

2.0"l.$ ff'US Iv 6-1-Af"l-·"d\ 2/Jlh J1f'or< 
I 

'2ol8 .H-uu•J,,..nko itJ.J A• lo 'l~ 50UvJ( ~ l--';i"O\I\.~ 
14?-io s,..,.11~\l ~"-•'{A t:. 1-~ll ~/\ok11 {"'-,.,.S "1.o32.? ~oA"' 

2D~3 rr....r 6'1c.r. 1J1 'Z..o~4he'•·c.-~ofor 
lo~io \oa~1rlsn~r:i i;'nen/' '2.. 0:3\ 6;.."flf 
2otftJ ~ fvh. .. "/. J.-r •. ,K. '2.Q"\"\ l .~ c.,.Jll..,(c..,,.,...., 
)..\I~ 'C<;:,\-11'~"'~ t~v.)..~ 2olf;-ch.rJ~r,,,,, 

._, 

~.>o l /)"fA-lr,. ~ 20 .)O 7" rvc;. c,/~ riv ~t..., 
ZIJ{4 (~Qe\~r\J'\ 2;S'"f 1---,.,.,11"-l./'1"11 ... ,...-,~c.ii,,fl 
i&'b <'J\..PtlJIAi.. 2.I~~ e-"3Js~,,111 ')JOO ta\\ C\\~ 

1 lnl l11 ,.\Yr Lio;) .~6\f c...J~)J-y;M l .. 'i \~.\ 
-ild '-+c...hHv~/ i;.,,i\1-w-1-<.. "l...!O ~ vplw-.-e 

Roadway Name/Dir. com1;1ass v Site Diagram: 

0 1..\11(§ bJf~"'~, q,v.d crow-~ · 
Speed (post/obs*) '2 lo] tr"'" '*pl~~~ \""11~1"'-~ ~ro.3at.6 ~ 

Number of Lanes l to ~ Sa ~~t+.i \ 0 v ~~ -t lo~!: 'Deer~ 'L \o\ \>"" \-
Width (pave/row) '--\h ·. Sa,, t..~~o\\ L t.;~ 21 11- J. 11 br w-a:kh J '/di/ 5 rl"-j 

1- or 2- way 1.\ '~ -bd\~ c.u-.1 tc..hf> 1011.~M beep5 
Grade 211 lov(} S11"j'-Cl11wv<joPS wi),{. 2\ U}rfv/(Y>(/'f'v 

Bus Stops 1..\"23 lvv~5u" -\- \P 
Stoplights t- \ 2 f JO( J f ~" llH'+_tt -f OtLA.~r 

Motorcycles 
i--ll-~ r,rov1~ c\.\~01":'\ 'lJ 30 ~rl'vtfll JJ...13l?f l(.,,ll\ 

1.\'b~ f'/\vc,1"' ""'"~~d~c-1rr+~ 1.1ttO ~l"'ok~ Jt1S Automobiles 

Medium Trucks '1-I~) I ~'"l,!;'> L[ 'f 'f l~J~ l~l 2H 7 5-./.'• J ~ 
Heavy Trucks '11 c+7 reo.\ .,,Pt,.1rrJcs 0 ... s-1~ 

2-1~ ~ M!l~t,- (}. f-
Buses 1.. 1 f"'lr""'\ 21 ~ ( r I '1 COr::J v"~ 

Count duration , in D15.so"j 21SL\s"""4fvi,>_[t+~~215>s ........ ,b,. -P6~~-1~ 
2,\ ~ \, C/lw-J. c.\ui<-. ~I S ", lfl , l. e J 

I# - note coordinate system if other than NAD84 * - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation ~ Photos Taken? ~ / N 0 
Additional Notes/Comments: · 1 •0 .. , -v 'f n b',, b. \+""""\'®'Pi 'i~ , ().. 

vi cfvV I b 6\ ~ e 0: 0"" '" ~ + w h~" {ivln b1e"'+G 6 0 "2-0 (l l • 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): d~roadway traffic/rail ops/landscaping/rustiing leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanica1 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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Project Name: J(44bo~ 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project#: Date: Cf //b / l'li Page ' of 1 
Measurement Location: ) v A Sri·+ ~hurt h'rt<l k~41 Pwv Analyst: \ l "/~ 

-
Sound Level Meter Field Calibration f Meteorological Data 

Model#: L){. l Model#: 200 Model#: 3soo Time Obs/Meas: 

Serial#: '+'+i~ Serial#: i1.'l"2£2 Serial#: ')..<) 5 ~ j(1 ~ rs,~ 
Weighting: A I C I Flat Calibration Level (dB): 94 / 114 Precipitation: Yes (explain) t<blb 
Response:~ I Fast/ lmpl Pre-Test l 1 q.. dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty I ~7n 
Windscreen : ~No (explain) Post-Test 113. i dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: 1-2 mis I MPH 

Topo: ~1H~ GPS Coordinates (at SLM locationt Temp (°F): f 2- 1..- RH(%): 77? 
Terrain: ard So I Mixed I Agg I Snow 31..'t.7S1 7 _ - \\7. l.~70l Bar Psr (Hg): ~q , f q. Cloud Cover(%): 

Loe. ID 
Start Ti~ Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events 
(hh:mm) (hh:mm) Leq lm1n Lmax L10 Lso Lgo 

51\ \It\(\~ /O\UU -1132 ~",,.,.;-- t-i o//J c'VI> 
2.1 ~o , "' D fr "'1 (\ ICh 4- t.\...", I (1\ ~ t<'\.(,i;;t.f +~1rLl 

111"'1/ s_,_ <:.j..At.(..\ ..(la!~ J 

1qzq.,...l\V.:1.). , ..(. c.1.1.P eo.rk J;.B'~ '- "" k,,.{",k 
IC.14\ r J(Jwtl r~~." ri1 K.P+lll~ l«~lf.~ (..,r / 

l~'t 4.... .:A'd..rd rM ( .J ! ~~ t\i-il Jl. "'• .l b11.<.; 

I\ - ' j,,- r. Al~ {', ,.( ..\- &,I\ l ~ .. 'i ') 

1'4U.1.L.~ ..... \J- fq,La -1-r~ n ,~ .H t l1eef 
f'\,~ l. -ftt~J A nu.""' e::f ti J (J ' ll r.r h ,,,. t-flfV> 

1'153 ~ l AA J! IJ a l'l~lf ~~•fJ1Y\L r .,,,.~f-~ ~ 
('\SS ~a\f- d.rk lqi;, h,1 ,_i'i-t-'t ( frl.~#em 
f'I_ ~1 ~llL oV ' ;. i\ tJN\ f\• .Ir' )()0\ 'f.> 11.\ (l•(A +G,,\{ Q(~~ 
~i.. Mi/ S.c, -\: ~·.f bc~K~ .ioo'L:..\.•...J ~! r..~ J i; *~ 
2.dd 3 Cc.\~.,rC\,.i.. r. I \t. *'' ,.\\ 1«.r b 'l<l~ t~H1N.'"' 
i..Qd I.I r:~ttl•' ""I ~ft'j Sb A f) .~\t\ f-a1..\" ._.) 

Roadway Name/Dir. com1;1ass < 0 1 L.. ~vtA( -) Site '.Jiagram: Vfli';tAY:, 
0 rvc.,.-1\.,C'" 1-.S ']d}/.f i,.f re-'."" 

Speed (post/obs*) ~I~ NV\61( '.li>Z2 io.Jl-f !Jrtf5 -/(.f_,~ 
Number of Lanes 'l..o2J tf~f\ ~stra.r..e .. IS !2.1it1"'-l1cr fb-tt>ls/1t""/:. 
Width (pave/row) 2o l1 b1 ,

1 
20 31 •"-w ~ 20 i3 8.i1 ~"'"' )t>J '+ fJ ]t..,,, 

1- or 2- way L03111u Jt n 2o J q t v• ~ Sy, 1' U 'tO j•(f-w f5 
Grade 

lo'f'l the ·~~o\fc;;w\s 2o'f3 "' 4'NVQl'\VSct/ 
Bus Stops 1.0'tlf fp~~t'\.\Jf,•-V ~ '.t-O*(o '"'-"'>rt,, -\o elllf ht' f S 
Stoplights -utL r-IV ~ 2-0't\ trv~ ~ 

Motorcycles U55 ~ /W\f rq-r.r ~2. ~ ~~~ . 4fb/b 
'21 ~ 'lQ s" c..htr'l'iJ, + ,..,.6 ~( Automobiles 'i.~~,{~~l<., s angio')_ +r•o \... 2. IO If t,\"ti\.J.!>( Medium Trucks 

Heavy Trucks '2.\0 f S-tt'trc \s '1.\(1~ Nv-p s"'61~~~1).J<ti 
Buses 'll~ ~ i~ bq~ <I to 1~,n l.\\\1)~ w\ 

Count duration 
j~I - +llf~oJ" ~' ~~P{CM. ~ 

# - nole coordinate system tt olher lhan NAD84 • - Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? ~No Additional Notes/Comments: 

~ 6 \f cw tS" ~~"'ft ~o.\K(\~ ' 
Noise Sources (circle all that apply): 9raft/roadway traffic/rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanical 

Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

\j'Y AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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Project Name: 
Measurement Location: 

Sound Level Meter 

Model#: 

Serial#: 

Weighting: A IC I Flat 

Response: Slow I Fast/ lmpl 

Windscreen : Yes/ No (explain) 

Topo: Flat/ Hilly 

AECOM Acoustics and Noise Control Practice 
FIELD NOISE MEASUREMENT DATA FORM 

Project#: Date: q lb 11? 
Pt1'Di--~k Pfr/Y ~f.i,," s1+ Analyst: TR 

Page 

~ Fierd Calibration Meteorological Data 

L of ~ 

Model#: Model#: /) I t{;. l::/TJ/f/t~Obs/Meas: 
Serial#: Serial#: 

1 r 1 1-

Calibration Level (dB): 94 / 114 Precipitation: Yes (explain) I No 

Pre-Test dBA Wind: Steady I Gusty I ~ 
Post-Test dBA Avg Wind Speed/Direction: mis I MPH 

GPS Coordinates (at SLM location)# Temp (°F): l S RH(%) : 70~7 
Terrain: Hard I Soft I Mixed I Agg I Snow Bar Psr (Hg): :2.lf • .K {p Cloud Cover(%): 7 f) 

Loe. ID 
Start Time Stop Time Metrics Statistics 

Notes/Events . ...J< (hh:mm) (hh:mm) Lea Lmln Lmax L10 Lso Lso r"~'o · 

i\or) 2.f 1114~ If .:lll"k 1.\'2.\)/.\-... \~\~~"' 
7.\2.:z. ~ d \ J: r...n- '2..fl.S Ct •pl11'/J>-. 

"1...\ '2. 7 A """"""" f i-1-' I 1.11 ,,/Ii~ ~rt '\} 

1..t 'L'h 1.a d \f- ... wK ¥~/.. .i..~J?<,.... 
'l::\1 .... "\ vl tJ 11 , fo./ \,.,. ~ ~ AJ' .lli v 

1.\ ~ ~ \011tl n.,.,~~ l,1-aJf 
U.'\\ n .. \~ tAJ""' 1.\n 11\. .. _,,_ 1 -f l\tt~ -

•\\ ~ "h \\- CM" J.,-f;..uM -.1.. \l 

1fl~.1 ~A·l1aJ4/ bhtJ J..-~II- cJ1..-
"2.13a "''f" ll.~.... '.:21 ~o v f .... j/ 
~'lt3 'trv,.A. " i1'£i'tf~1/\ 
1\'\C. .,,.\~ •.u+ 1 l C..• ,,. l.C. 0~~ 
1..l~ ~ \ J " ,.P ;.n~ 2.l.~.:\ ~ " ... 
'il.S~ J r.nJo>J 'l.15~ ~l~rl/A.1.A . 

Roadway Name/Dir. com12ass Site Diagram: 

0 Speed (post/obs*) 

Number of Lanes 
Width (pave/row) 

1- or 2- way 
Grade 

Bus Stops 
Stoplights 

Motorcycles 
Automobiles 

Medium Trucks 
Heavy Trucks 

t Buses 
Count duration -

~ -note coordinate system if other than NAD84 • -Speed estimated by Radar I Driving I Observation Photos Taken? ~/No 
Additional Notes/Comments: 

Noise Sources (circle all that apply): distant aircraft/roadway traffic/rail ops/landscaping/rustling leaves/children playing/dogs barking/birds vocalizing/insects/mechanical 
Additional Notes and Sketches on Reverse or Indicated Separate Sheet(s) 

AECOM ANCP, Field Noise Measurement Form, Vers. 1.4 rev010918 
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Appendix D – Wildlife Observation Field Notes 
This appendix presents copies of the handwritten field notes from the AECOM biologists in the field during the 
indicated survey periods.  
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Table A 
Observed Parking Demand: 2018 KAABOO Music Festival  

Parking Lot  Supply 

Saturday 
September 15, 2018 

Sunday 
September 16, 2018 

1:00PM 7:00PM 1:00PM 7:00PM 

East Overflow Lot 2,900 611 2,560 732 2,433 

Del Mar Horsepark 3,000 1,024 1,264 975 1,166 

Total  5,900 1,635 3,824 1,707 3,599 

Note:  
This table does not represent a comprehensive list of all the parking available at the Fairgrounds to support KAABOO 
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ADT V/C LOS ADT V/C LOS

South Coast Highway 101

North of Via De La Valle 4-Lane Major Arterial 40,000 18,612 0.47 B 19,694 0.49 B

Via De La Valle

Highway 101 to Jimmy Durante Boulevard 2-Lane Collector 
(continuous left-turn lane) 19,000 17,842 0.94 E 15,280 0.80 E

Jimmy Durante Boulevard to I-5 4-Lane Major Arterial 40,000 46,288 1.16 F 50,360 1.26 F

I-5 to Flower Hill Mall Traffic Signal 4-Lane Major Arterial 40,000 38,218 0.96 E 32,096 0.80 D

Jimmy Durante Boulevard

Via De la Valle to Main Parking Lot Entrance 4-Lane Major Arterial 40,000 18,804 0.47 B 19,738 0.49 B

South of River 2-Lane Collector
 (continuous left-turn lane) 15,000 8,596 0.57 C 9,131 0.61 C

Camino Del Mar

Jimmy Durante Boulevard to Del Mar Heights Road 4-Lane Collector 30,000 24,000 0.80 D 26,067 0.87 E

Torrey Pines Road

South of Carmel Valley Road 2-Lane Collector 
(no fronting property) 10,000 15,281 1.53 F 15,889 1.59 F

I-5

North of Via de la Valle 8-Lane Freeway 150,000 195,037 1.30 F 189,206 1.26 F

South of Via de la Valle 8-Lane Freeway 150,000 191,728 1.28 F 209,538 1.40 F

Source: Linscott, Law & Greenspan Counts, 2018.

Notes:
1. Capacities based on City of San Diego Roadway Classification & LOS table.

Kaaboo Music Festival  
(September 15, 2018)

Street Segment Roadway Classification
Existing 
Capacity 
(LOS E)1

Table B
Existing Avergae Daily Traffic Volumes 

No Special Events 
(July 14, 2018)
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